Alcohol on Campus Taken to Task
Students, Deans discuss future of Policy and Mid-Week Parties
HBy PATRICIA PIERSON
NEWS EDITOR
When Assistant Dean of Students KirkPeters urged "Let's talk
about it," at last week's panel
discussion at the Cave, many students did just that. Following in
the wake of the recent and often
heated debate regarding modifications of the College's alcohol
policy, the Alcohol Awareness
Task Force convened for the first
time on Tuesday at 4 pm.
Peters and Dean of Students
David Winer spoke for over an
hour with approximately 22 undergraduates concerned with students' and the administration's
attitude toward alcohol consumption on campus. The discussion
was the first of what Winer hopes
will be a semester of weekly,
scheduled meetings between the
Deans and students eager to participate in the decision-making
process.
"I began the session by saying that I was going to have these
meetings on a weekly basis with
the exception of those Tuesdays
that I will be attending faculty
meetings," Winer stated.
"The floor was open to study
any issue that the students wanted
to..." said Winer, so that any forthcoming changes in policy will be
the result of informed deliberation on behalf of the adminstration. According to Winer, although any permanent changes
require approval from the President, Trustees, and the Office of
the Dean of Students, the current
modifications are the sole consideration of himself and the other
Deans.
The students, consisting of
fraternity and sorority members
as well as those not affiliated with
Greek organizations, indicated

nine major issues about which
they were concerned. Among
these are: what constitutes aparty,
the role of the Inter-Fratemity
Coucil in monitoring parties, the
enforcement of the alcohol policy, and the ways in which alcohol use and its regulation affects
residential life.
Stated Winer, "It seemed the
focus students wished to work on
was the mid-week parties, and
that's fine. I'm happy to discuss
that issue and I certainly want to
do right by students. I also have
to take responsibility for not only
the Dean of Students Office but
for the Administration." The
Dean of Students Office announced in an August 17 memo
that there will be no mid-week
parties with alcohol for the duration of the academic year.
Winer views the Task Force
as a supplement to the College
Affairs Committee, which has
traditonally met each year to scrutinize the alcohol policy and proContinued on page 4

Lecture Confronts Slavery & Holocaust
HBy JOEKUSMIERCZAK
.NEWS WRITER.
On Wednesday, September
12, Professor Laurence Thomas
of the Department of Philosophy
at Syracuse University lectured
.on "The Evils of U.S. Slavery and
the Holocaust." Thomas cautioned against any inference or
comparison which might be gathered from the lecture's title or its
content. He argued that any attempt to determine which oppressed group had suffered more
was both difficult and improper.

Is Trinity Religious?
Koeppel Committee to Investigate
H By JAYAKASIE
OPINION EDITOR
Trinity's new chairman of the
Board of Trustees, Alfred J. Koeppel, has appointed an ad hoc Trustee Committee to investigate religious presence in the academic
community. The formation of
such a committee follows a summer of intense discussion between
the Board of Trustees and those
who believe religion should be
removed from College functions.
According to Koeppel, during an early summer meeting of
the Board of Trustees the issue of
religion in academic events was
discussed after the subject had
been initiallly brought to President Gerety by a group of faculty
rnemebrs.
Immediately following the
retirement of Trinity's Chaplain,
Dr. Alan C. Tull, the traditonal
benediction and invocation were
removed from the College's
commencement ceremony.
Koeppel said that the Board
of Trustees felt that the relationship of the college to its religious
traditon was worthy of investigation. The concurrent search for a

Like a Lip-Syncher,., Friday's lip-synching contest drew crowds and contestants such asWiiiners "Mendonna"
above. The contest was sponsored by South-Campus RA's and took place in the Cave.
Photo by Lisa Denny

new chaplain makes this study "a
timely inqiury," according to
President Tom Gerety.
The President said the committee will review the role of religion in undergraduate life and at
the same time offer guidelines for
a new chaplain. The Trustee
committee will also investigate
Trinity'js Episcopalian heritage.
"I've thought a lot about it,
and I think it is wise that Trinity
keeps with its Episcopal tradition
in the Chapel," said Gerety.
Koeppel is quick to stress
that the nature of the Committee's
study of religion is "quanitative,
not denominational." Butthenew
chairman of the Trustees is still
concerned about removal of religion from College functions:
however.
"I think there was something
lacking from the graduation ceremony," saidKoeppel. "There is a
tradition and constancy that has
prevailed at Trinity, and I don'l
want to see things like that removed in an unthoughtful
manner...not on the spur of the
moment."
.
"Change for change's sake is
Continued on p*aKc 4

Thomas examined these institutions from three vantage
points: the "coercive factor," natal alienation, dnd the oppressors'
conceptions of their victims,
Nazi Germany, Thomas
explained, was a straightforward,
coercive institution. Cooperation
between the Nazis and the Jews
was not required, and there was
no way for Jews to protext their
self-esteem. Thomas proposed
that within Nazi ideology, "the
only good Jew was a dead Jew."
Slavery, Thomas theorized,
was a coercive institution whose
success depended upon minimal
cooperation between master and
slave. As such, it required the
slaves' internalization of some of
the attitudes of slavery itself.
Thomas stated this was evident in
the language itself, and read excerpts from slaves' writings. On
writer stated that to serve whites
in heaven "...would be heaven
enough for me." Another slave
commented on the "security" afforded by his master.
While there was some debate
following the lecture about Jiow
representative these particular
selections were of slaves' attitudes as a whole, Thomas maintained that the notion of internalization was implicit in the victims'
use of the term "nigger" to refer to
one another.
Thomas then considered natal alienation, or alienation of the
oppressed from their cultural identity through the denial of ritual
tradition. Thomas observed that

this form of alienation is dependent upon time, and thus only affected American slaves, while
those Jews today who survived
the Holocaust still practice the
same faith and rituals.
In slavery, natal alienation
resulted in a loss of cultural identity. By the time of the emergence of the seventh generation
of slaves, memories of African
heritage among the slaves were
not based upon experience, but
upon stories of experiences in
Africa, hence the loss of identity,
so by this time, the rituals that did
remain had been stripped of most
of their original meaning.
Thomas next examined each
institution's conception of its
victims, making a distinction
between the labels "irredeemably evil" and "moral simpleton."
The former —a Nazi attitude—required complete separation
from the oppressed, and translated into genocide as a solution
to the "Jewish problem." Slavery, however, allowed for the
existence of Blacks who often
playedrolesinthelives of whites.
Thomas claimed that since
Blacks werenotconsiderd people,
slavery had a profoundly painful
effect upon their moral sensibilities. Indeed, it was difficult to
understand an institution where
whites would sometimes entrust
their children to the care of a
Black "nanny" or slave children
would be allowed to play with
their white counterparts, yet were
still treated as inferior. Thomas

refers to this behavior on the part
of slaveowners as "social schizophrenia."
Thomas continued that the
Nazis vision of Jews as "irredeemably evil" beings may have
had roots in Christainity's portrayal of Satan. The result was
complete and hostile coercion
without any cooperative enterprises between Nazi and Jew.
Developing upon this, Thomas investigated the two oppressors' treatment of women. Because Jewish women wereconsidered "evil," they were often not
sexually exploited, while female
slaves were.
Thomas stressed that one
cannotsimplycompareslaveryand
the Holocaust with any intention
of comparing the dimensions of
their evil; rather, he suggested one
recognize the differences and
complexities of each. In addition,
while themagnitudeofsuchcrimes
may be related to the numbers of
the oppressed, these figures assume a different and less important role with these understandings, said Thomas,
During discussion with the
audience, Thomas observed that
these institutions had great influence upon contemporary racism
and anti-semitism. The treatment
of Jews as "evil" is apparent,
Thomas believes, in the modern
identification of Jewish interests
in monetary matters as a vice, while
the portrayal of Blacks as "simContinued on page 3
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Opinion
Daily Planet Launches New Year

EDITORIAL

To the Editor!

One More Committee
Trinity has become a school full of committees. The
Student Government Association relies on them, as does the
faculty and administration. There is even a faculty committee
on committees.
With all of these groups making decisions and providing
recommendations, the formation of yet another committee
may not appear to warrant any significant measure. Last week
the Dean of Students Office took an important step to ease
student unrest by the formation of a committee called the Task
Force on Alcohol.
Ideally, this task force would bring the combined forces
of students and administrators to study the effectiveness or
ineffectiveness of the current changes in the alcohol policy.
The task force would "then report to the powers that be to
modify the changes to the satisfaction of everyone involved.
Unfortunately, this is not an ideal world we live in. The
first meeting of the task force resulted in accusations, tension,
and many more questions than possible solutions.
The purpose of a committee should be made clear from
the outset. Unless that purpose is followed, infighting and
bureaucracy will overrun any possible good which could
ensue.
The task force on alcohol is a sound idea, and many of
the students who attended that meeting have an honest desire
to make both students and administrators happy. But it is
important that the meetings stay focused.
Committees should be about a committment to a goal.
Save the grievances -for the grievance committee.

Why Are We Voting?
Last Friday, the elections for the Student Government
were held. The elections themselves went off cleanly, but a
disturbing pattern was clear in the voting.
If you managed to find the voting place and correctly
remembered your dormitory, you probably noticed that there
was only one person running for dorm rep if there was anyone
running at all.
Is this democracy at work? One candidate per dormitory
is admittedly better than none, but the lack of participation
does not speak weE for the future of the Student Government.
The theme of the S.G.A. this year has been "Student
Empowerment."
The agenda of the group is full of new ideas and expansions on
existing ideas. However, none of these goals can be
accomplished without the support and consent of the student
body.
Though the elections are now history, the lesson learned
from these elections is not. A lack of involvement is a sure way
to doom any organization. The S.G.A. is no exception.
In this year of great expectations, it sets a bad precedent
when only a few students care enough about these issues to
directly involve themselves.
It is hoped that the slow start of the S.G.A. is not a
harbinger of things to come.
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Resource Center between the
hours of 8-4, or drop it in (he Daily
Welcome back to a new year of Planet box which will be set up
news, information, and inspira- near the post office. Each .subtion ... brought to you by the new mission must be given at least two
andimprovedDaily Planet. Begun days before the day you wish it to
last semester as a student project be published. Announcements to
whose goal was to inform the be published in Monday's edition
Trinity community of daily hap- must be submitted on Friday.
penings, the Daily Planet will
continue to be an integral part of With each submission, please
our daily lives, starting next week. include the date, as well as the day
Gotameeting, event, sports game,
rally, or exhibit that you want
everyone to know about? Put it in
the Daily Planet. This semester's
Planet will be produced Monday
through Friday, and will include a
daily schedule of happenings on
and off campus - including a plan
of what's going on in the Student
Life Resource Center (formerly
the Student Activities Office)
every day.
There will also be a rotating list of
quotations (back by popular
demand), statistics, sniglets, and
thought-provoking questions as
well as advertisements. The goal
of the Daily Planet is to be be a
resource for everyone. It will
improve communication among
everyone at Trinity and can serve
as a vehicle for student empowerment.
If you wish 'to have something
published in the Daily Planet, you
must submit it to Student Life

you wish it to be published, and I.
your name and phone number. If
you have any questions, comments, or new ideas, please drop
by the Student Life Resource
Center, call me at extension 2170
or put a note in box 53 or into the
Daily Planet Box.
•Sincerely,
Tricia Canavan '91

Not So Fast Mr. Ells -We Have To Park Too
To the Editor, in reference to
Mr. Ells' letter of September 11.
Dear Mr. Ells:
Gimmee a break... You guys live
on this campus, [live out of town.
The reason I come to this place is
to serve you. And to make a
living. In serving your needs, you
have the (unctions of this college
at the ready. And believe me, my
pay isnot lhatequal to my labours!
I wish I were being paid $21,000.
a year... not even close!

the record, a five minute or so
walk.
We can return the campus to students. You can run it, but until
thai happens, don't begrudge me
a hard-to-iind parking space. Oh,
when i (gets dark outside and cold
winds blow, I will be earless as 1
ride with someone else. Mopefully you will find that empty
space, but watch out Cor a ticket!
We arc all in the same "car", Mr.
nils.
Sincerely,

When I lived near this campus
and walked every day, I would
pass by dorm parking lots and see Pat Seibel
cars there that would later be Library
parked in staff/faculty lots. For

The Perils Of Being A Student
To the Editor:
Last academic year, a lot of
phrases and slogans were thrown
around campus. One of the
phrases so frequently heard was
"student empowerment." As this
phrase only recently entered pop
vocabulary, I believe (and I may
be wrong, but) Ibelei ve that many
people don't quite understand
what this little phrase means.
Recently I've come to understand
my fellow students new phrase.
Now don't get me wrong, I
know this first example is a petty
example, butbear with me. Rather
than a petty exmple, what I will
cite is symptomatic of a backwards way of thinking for an
educational institution.
It'sail quite simple. Parking.
Where may students park their
cais? It's extremely difficult to
find a safe, moderately accessible
parking space. Why is this?
Because a great deal of the parking space for students has been
converted to faculty parking.
Thank you Trinity for so thoughtful ly solving your students' parking problems! What's the solution? Well, rather than using the
two rows behind Austin Arts and
the one row behind Life Science,
we, students, now have theprivelege of parking our vehicles in the
lot on the corner of Broad and
Vernon. I'm sure the local gangs
will be appreciative. Not the
faculty, who only park during the
day and do not use their cars regularly, but the students, who leave
their cars overnight and must use
an escort service for mere safety
are allowed the joy of parking in
this desolate corner of campus.
Why does this irk me? Not because I'm a greedy asphalt monger, and not even because I am out
eight dollars for parking on Crescent Street (someone will see this

bill on their desk!), but because
this solution is symptomatic of
the priorities of the "powers that
be" in this institution.
The new alumnae house is
another prime example of misordered priorities. Was this magnificient structure truly necessary,
in all its splendor? Could the
money so wisely spent on its
construction have been used for
professors salaries, new materials
in any number of departments,
perhaps financial aid for someone, or (dare 1 say it?) improving
dormitories?
No. Why? Because the students are not the first priority of
Trinity College. The. students who
spend how-much money, who
inhabit this campus, and who are
the pupils of this lofty institution
called a "Liberal Arts College" do
not matter. But who does matter?
Ah, well, that's very simple, the
major factor is, yes, the dollar
sign. And students' piddling sum
of money (most of which we use
anyway) cannot match the generousdonations of our predecessors
and friends (even though this
money is theoretically donated to
benefit us). Alumnae matter most,
followed by esteemed friends and
visitors, then parents, then faculty, administration, staff, and
finally (unless I've forgotten
someone) the students of Trinity
College. I can't wait for the day

when I graduate, so Trinity will
take notice of my interests.
And what can we, students,
do? We can think very seriously
about what we want, what we care
about and how much we care about
it, and then we can act. With
simple, non-destructive acts of
defiance we can say, "No, this is
not in our test interest." For instance, if we were to decide that
some (not nil) of the parkng on the
south .side of campus should be
allotted to students, then we might,
en masse, park in these spots,
refuse to move and refuse to pay
tickets. Better still, while the
weather is still nice, why not sleep
out there and refuse lo move. A
simple .statement, "You're ripping
us off in the name of profit," said
silently yet forcefully is a .step in
the right'direction,
But sadly, my friends and
fellow students, even Tom is not
the enemy here (I hate to disappoint some of you). There is an
Olympus from which the gods of
the college rule, and these Titans
who hold the purse strings of the
college are known as Trustees. I
truly wonderif anything said here
in the college affects them or their
decisions. If so, I would like to
make one plea, please remember
why this Liberal Arts College is
here and for whom.
Name Withheld By Request

Letters to the Tripod must be received by
Friday at 5 pm for publication in a Tuesday issue.
They must be typed (preferably on a Macntosh disk)
and must be signed. If you wish to withhold your
name, it must be requested after the signature. No
profanity or obscenity will be printed. Ail letters are
the sole responsibility of the authors
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News
, you can change the world..." For a Good Time Call...
Volunteers Kick Off Year of Service
g B y T.M.ZAHAREVICH
News Writer
The Community Outreach
organization held its annual Volunteer Orientation Night last
Thursday to introduce its expansive plans for this year. As one of
the largest student organizations
on campus, Community Outreach
represents the college's continuing tradition of involvement and
interaction with the people of
Hartford.
As a student-run group,
Community Outreach develops its
programs to meet the needs of the
community as well as those of
students here. In fewer than ten
years, the organization has experienced tremendous growth because of its ability to organize
interested students and to introduce them to community leaders.
Led this year by Eleanor
Traubman '91 and Chapin Spencer
'92, Community Outreach attracted over 100 people to its
meeting to learn aboutthe score of
existing programs and about those
currently in development.
Guest speaker Courtney
Gardner, from the Hartford Board
of Education and the Govempr's
Council on Voluntary Action,
explained the need of the city's
residents for help from one another and from students in achieving their greatest potential. Her
opening statement, "Yes, you can
change the world," reflects her
faith in the good that can be developed out of people working together.
Considering herself "one that
was ready to break the system
down," Gardner said that "it is
important to understand the system, how and why it developed, so
that you can change the status

quo...Education is the way we
progress, which means that one
does not have to be born privileged to be able to improve one's
life."
Gardner's
challenged the audience to seek
an accurate perception of the
many people in the city and to
work with them in many capacities.
"All of us have to come together, "Gardner said, before referring to the poem "For My
People" by Margaret Walker:
"...Let a new earth arise. Let
another world be born. ..Let a second generation full of courage
issue forth; let a people loving
freedom come to growth. Let a
beauty full of healing and a
strength of final clenching be the
pulsing in our spirits and our
blood...Let a race of men and
women now rise and take con-

trol."
As evidenced by the activities of Thursday night, recognizing that service is not an end in
itself is an idea emphasized by
Community Outreach. Being
aware that charity is not enough,
the group stresses education as a
way to form a better community.
Some of the diverse programs
offered by Community Outreach
to address local needs include
Adult Literacy, art and tutoring
programs, Trinity Camp for Kids,
shelter assistance, the Trinity
College Neighborhood Posse, and
work with the elderly and the
handicapped.
Students are encouraged to
join at any time, addressing inquiries to Community Outreach
Coordinator Sherri Watkins or to
the Commmunity Outreach office in Mather Hall.

HoldOn-Amy Matthews'91 (left)and hergroup perform lastFriday
in the lip-synch contest. Thegruop won thesecona place prize.
PhotobyLisaDenny

By BILL GHENT
World & Nation Editor
Did you ever want to change your combination on your
room door? Or, perhaps, did you ever want to know how to
obtain information about bulernia without disclosing names? If
so, the 5 to 9 line initiated by Residential Life is here to help those
of us who are, well, confused.
Brought to life last year by Director of Residential Services
Kristina Dow, the program was initially designed to be a resource center open strictly for the RA's and their specific
questions. But by second semester, the 5 to 9 line was open to
the entire campus to help deal with many issues.
The line is, essentially, an "information-please" help line.
The staff has obtained an enormous amount of information about
numerous problems that students need to handle in a quick but
detailed manner. The hours of "5 to 9" were chosen because of
the lack of information available after the administrative offices
close at 5 p.m.
According to Program Associate for Staff Development
Kirsten Becker '90, the line is "an extension of the RA program.
Many times a student may develop a problem but his or her RA
is not around to assist. That is where the 5 to 9 line comes in."
The staff is made up of Becker and four other Peer Mentors.
Each has been through extensive training in RA development
and has individually researched his or her own specialities which
they handle. The Peer Mentors are Jessica Gilbert '90, whose
specialty is sexual assault; Mark Tenerowicz '90, substance
abuse; Gabrielle Lawrence '90, conflict and sensitivity; and
Tracy Bradley '90, self-awareness.
Though it may appear to be a counseling line at first, Becker
is quick to argue otherwise, "Though we each have been trained
to be acounselor in some way, that is not the purpose of this line.
Though we try to help in the immediate concerns of the caller,
our primary job is to refer to such places as the Counseling
Center, the Sexual Assault Awareness Center, or Alcoholics
Anonymous. We relay information to students on a variety of
issues orreferstudents to someone who can answer the questions
we can't."
"Hopefully, through word of mouth and advertisements, the
5 to 9 line can become successful and reach students who need
help or who are just confused about anything bizarre that might
come up," said Becker.
To call the5 to 9 line, dial ext. 2529from on-campus or 2972529 from cm outside line.

297-2529

Holocaust, Slavery
Continued from page one

pletons" is reflected in institutional job discrimination against modern
African-Americans.
The atmosphere of the lecture was tense at moments, and Thomas
later commented that he had "never before experienced such a level of
misunderstanding and tension" in a lecture that he had presented
several times before.
Thomas' presentation was based upon a paper soon to be published in Public Affairs Quarterly and is part of a larger work entitled
Vessels of Evil: The Psychology of Evil and the Holocaust, also
awaiting publication. Professor Tomas teaches a course on the subject
at Syracuse University.

McCarthy to Speak About Pacifism
Colman McCarthy, a nationally syndicated columnist for the Washington Post and founder of
the Center for Teaching Peace in Washington, DC will speak at Trinity College on Monday October 1 at 8 pm in the Washington Room of Mather Hall. His talk and slide show, entitled" Working
For Peace and Social Justice: Why Should We Bother?" is open to the public free of charge.
McCarthy is dedicated to putting peace studies into the curriculum of every school in America and has been teaching an "Alternatives to Violence" class since 1983 at all levels of American
education - from West Hartford's Conard High School to Georgetown University in Washington.
While visiting Trinity on October 1, he will be a guest lecturer in several classes, including a
freshman seminar on ethics and political philosophy taught by Trinity President Tom Gerety.
Sponsoring this event is Community Outreach, a student-run group of student volunteers
actively involved in diverse projects to promote and improve relations with the Hartford community through voluntary social service. Community Outreach is Trinity's largest student organization.

Tri-Delts Declare War on Litter
If you notice an absence of the usual abundance of plastic cups left on the quad and long walk
next Sunday after Saturday night festivities, it will be largely due to the sisters of Tri-Delta.
In recent years the amount of cups left on the ground after Friday and Saturday night parties has
proven to be a turn-off for students, faculty, and prospective students alike. Therefore, Tri-Delta
has organized its sisters to participate weekly in an effort to clean up the campus. Hopefully this
effort will inform the litterbugs that it won't mean much to be "Beneath the Elms" if you must
constantly tread over sticky plastic cups. Tri-Delta urges everyone to help participate.
The sisters of Tri-Delta wish to thank President Gerety for his initial support to this proposal.
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News
this with the Deans, and although
we didn' t make a lot of progress,
Continued from page 1
I think things may take a turn for
pose changes. Accoraing to the the better soon. But it's going to
faculty handbook, the Committee be a lot of hard work, and I don't
is comprised of faculty, adminis- know how much our opinions will
trators, and students selected by be taken into account."
the SGA. Winer anticipates that
With regard to the alcohol
the Task Force can, in a similar policy in general, Winer reitermanner, meet, debate, and make ated his claim that he does not
recommendations to the admini- intend to make Trinity a "dry
stration on the issue of alcohol campus." "Theprirnaryissuefrom
and its responsible use.
my personal point of view as a
"I'm always willing," stated faculty member is that this is and
Winer, "I want to work with stu- academic institution that is interdents. I know we can work out sted in students' growing in all
something that is appropriate to ways - not just in a pure, intellecall the institutional concerns..! tual way...Students have to have
think we can make appropriate the oportunity to go through trial,
changes." Winer added that error, and experiment."
"appropriate" changes made last
Winer believes the majority
year as a result of student-adminstration interaction included the of students "do not drink immodend of the monitoring of frater- erately," but that the abuse of
alcohol is a pervasive problem in
nity parties by the Deans,
society that the college needs to
Reviews of the meeting were address, He said, "Students should
mixed. Said Winer, "I don'tthink be allowed to party and they
we came to any conclusions." should be allowed to have large
Echoing this, one student in atten- parties, but I'm not sure that durdance—a fraternity member— ing the academic week is the time
observed that it was "mostly a
gripe session." He stated "it was to foster this."
Concluded Winer, "I'm glad
mostly the fraternity members
who had lost their mid-week par- we started to meet, and I'm really
ties complaining about the policy pleased that so many people atand offering other solutions to tended. I'm glad that we're going
thatpolicy and trying tochallenge to continue to do this, because I
the Dean of Students...I don'tthink want everybody who's interested
it went very well." He concluded, to have an opportunity to partici"It seemed like the students pate."
Meetings of the Task Force
weren't cooperating."
are Tuesdays at 4:00 pm. InterAnother student, not affiliated with a Greek organization, ested students should contact the
stated, "It was nice to have a Dean of Students Office for more
chance to talk informally about information.

Alcohol

lion

State by State Look At Class of 1994

I iron) page mi

The following is a breakdown by state of the members of the
Class of 1994. They come from 32 states and 11 foreign
countries.

Alabama
1
California
23
1
Colorado
Connecticut
97
D.C.
1
Delaware
3
Florida
6
Georgia
3
Idaho
1
Illinois
6
1
Kansas
1
Kentucky
Massachusetts 84
Maryland
12
Maine
6
1
Michigan
2
Minnesota
Missouri
3
New Hampshire 6
New Jersey
22
New York
62

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Vermont
Washington
Wisconsin

9
1
3
24
2

5
8

4
8
3
3
1

Foreign Countries:
England, Canada
Venezuela, Germany,
France, Switzerland,
Pakistan, India,
Jamaica, Taiwan,
Haiti

wrong," Kueppcl continued,"
Change comes only after delil>erration and thought. That is the
aim of the Trustee Committee."
The study takes place only a
few years after the formation of
the Beers Commission, a visiting
committee appointed by Vice
President Thomas Smith in 1986
to investigate religious life at
Trinity. According to the Beers
study, the Committee attempted
"to discern the historical role of
religious life ami of the Chapel at
Trinity." The committee also
noted the dramatic rise in recent
years of Roman Catholic students,
as well as the renewed interest in
fostering a dynamic ltillel program.
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Arts
Jumping for Jen-Jen
The Jen-Jen Lin DanceTheater will
perform "Fading LikeaShadow,
BurstingLikeABubble-inthe
GoodwinTheater. Thisfull length
danceprogramwilltakeplace
Friday andSaturdayatSpm,
Thedancegroup integratesWestem
and Chinese dance with a
contemporary theme.

Taking Care of Business
Liz:
This is my philosophy; there
are filmsf and there are movies.
The Godfather is a film, and
Midnight Run is a movie—albeit a
very good movie, yet still a movie.
A movie is designed for immediate gratification while you sit in
the theatre, and it does not leave
you with a message, moral, or
maxim to carry with you when
you return to your everyday life.
Basically, it's for fun, and does
not use Orson Welles' Citizen
Kane for inspiration. Now, I can
enjoy a good movie, and that is
one which is, simply, done well. I
would never turn down a night
with popcorn andLethal Weapon,
but I am definitely a film person.
[This of course is my own
definition, so there is obviously a
large grey area. While there can
be little doubt that My Left Foot is
an excellent film, what exactly is
Fatal Attraction ? I'm sure experts could go either way on that
one.]
Well anyway, after all this
rambling, here's the point of this
review. Taking Care of Business
(James Belushi, Charles Grodin)
is a movie — plain and simple,
and not really a very good one, yet
it's also not as bad as they come.
Yet while I sat watching the silly
antics on the screen, and feeling
very indifferent towards them, I
couldn 'thelp thinkinghowl would
love to be absorbed in Taxi Driver,
or maybe Cinema Paradiso, so I
could feast my eyes and mind on a

fascinating world full of real
people. So,Taking Care ofBusiness is not art, but if you're not
as picky as I am, you won't mind.
But remember, $6.50 is a lot of
money for mediocrity.
Russ:
O.K., here lies the basic difference between Liz and me -1
think that the primary goal of a
movie (or a film) is to entertain.
At least this is the goal of movies
designed for the mass market.
All the histrionics aside, Taking
Care of Business is entertaining.
I laughed, giggled, oggled and
enjoyed myself. It was a great
movie to see after a three hour
accounting class.
I like Jim Belushi and Taking Care of Business is basically
a vehicle for him and, to a lesser
extent for Charles Grodin.
Belushi's antics are light, energetic, creative, and really zany.
Grodin, whose presence on the
screen is not felt often enough
for such a talented comic, adds a
well-rounded counterpoint to
Belushi's 'Robin Williams-style'
spontaneity on the screen. The
plot is clever if not simple, the
other characters are as flat as
celluloid, and the script and direction are terrible. BUT, I liked
it. Bottom line - it made me smile
for an hour and three quarters
when I really needed to. That's
enough for me.

NATIONAL
COLLEGE POETRY

Trinity Arts
Dance
Jen-Jen Lin Dance Theatre
performs "Fading Like a
Shadqw, Bursting Like a
Bubble," Friday September 21
and Saturday, September 22, at
8:00 p.m, in Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center. This is a
performance pass event.
Exhibit
"The Search for Health in
19th Century America" will be
displayed at the Watkinson Li-

CONTEST
open to all college and
university students
desiring to have their
poetry anthologized.
Cash prizes will be
awarded to the top five
poems. Deadline:
October 31. For
Contest Rules send
stamped envelopee to:
International Publications, PO Box 44044L, Los Angeles, CA
90044.

brary from Monday, September
24 through Thursday, January 31.
Hours are Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and Saturdays from 9:30 to 4:30.
Admission is free.
Poetry Reading
Sue Ellen Thompson will
give a poetry reading on Wednesday, September 26 at 8:00 pm in
the English Department Lounge
at 115 Vernon Street
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World & Nation
Pakistan 's Peoples
Party Pandemonium
By ARSHANASGHAR
World & Nation Writer

Cheers -n- Jeers
• As I sit here in the Tripod office enslaved to
this computer, my mind draws a blank, on how I
wish to put forth my views in Uos Eisley this week,
The past week has brought a large number of
political issues into view, some overshadowing
others of course, and I feel compelled to bring my
own sense of cynicism and praise to them,
America's second biggest magazine (not in size,
mind you, or scope for that matter) is Tv Guide.
Each week the editors offer a Cheers n' Jeers
section which always grabs my attention quickly
andoutrightly. Sol thinkl'll dedicate this issue of
Mos Eisley to those timely men of television, who
bring knowledgeable foresight and critical hindsight in their Cheers <N Jeers column weekly.

jUst the way tilings are going to be." The sheer
lunacy of that statement is mind-boggling because it
indicates just how far away from the word "humanity" Mr. Bush is capable of going with this showdown with Saddam Hussein. Mr. Bush said that he
WJU DOx be "blackmailed" because of the numerous
hostages Hussein Has under his control, "Of course,
Our heaits go out to the hostages and their families.
But our policy cannot change, and it will not change.
America and the world will not be blackmailed."
Mr. Bush continued his spread of dictatorship as he
declared that how the situation in the Middle East is
handled now will have a hugeeffect on the post-Cold
War world, "This is the first assault on the New
World we seek, thefirsttestof ourmettle." And, I
say, thatit would just be lovely if we started this new
CHEERS: (That seemed rather abrupt didn't it?) w o r ld off with a pitiful little war in the Persian
To the reunification of Germany. Finally, World Gulf—NOT. The word "absurd" once again comes
War Ehas come to an end for the German people to mind after hearing Mr. Bush prompt other counand for the so-called victors of the war, The "two tries into reissuing support for U.S. actions in the
plusfour"conferencehasthefourcounfiiesofthe Gulf with this statement, "This is nol, as Saddam
United States, Soviet Union, France, and Great Hussein would have it, the United States against
Britain giving up all territorial rights m Germany i raq> n j s \mq a g a m s t tj ie w o r ld." That really makes
and Berlin that have separated a people for forty- alostof sense, George. The relationship between the
fiveyears. Congratulations should go to the agree- United States and its allies is in dire straits at this
ing countries for it seems that this is one issue that pOjnt j n the crisis, so trying to put one over on the
was addressed upright and straightforward, leav- American public, by allowing us to think he's got it
ing no stones unturned or no gripe unvoiced, "Let ayi ud der control is really insane. I would also like to
me dwell on a very important subject. It is no point out to Mr. Bush that Iraq initially attacked Kusecret that the German issue, for well-known rea- w a i t i n o t the United States, and only after our desons, has been sensitive for the Soviet people and ployment of troops did Hussein actually threaten the
the people of Europe,. I here are widespread con- rj mte( j s t a t e s specifically by strategically placing
ceras that the new country will do damage to Westerners in military bases that would no doubt
Soviet security and the security of Europe. (But) a t t r a c t a n ons i a ught by the United States. If Mr.
we cannot continue to live in the past. We have to Bush decides to attack Iraq regardless of the hostage
think about living in die; future " said Soviet For- situation, then it would seem that he, Mr Patriotic
eign Minister Eduard Schvardnadze. Coupled himself, would be the real aggressor in this situation,
withthis quote from West German Foreign Minis- w h e w several innocent victims of America's and.
ter Hans-Dietrich Genscher In this hour we re- r r a q . s i a c k o f a p u s h f o r a diplomatic settlement
member the victims of the war and the totalitarian might die
domination— not only the agony to the peoples
represented here in Moscow. We are particularly
E E RS: To Richard Gephardt, the House Majority
thinking of the Jewzsh people. We would not want JLeader,
for agreeing with Mr, Bush's speech by
S ? ^ — T
' 'we may hope that the calling the
opposition to Iraq "a cause worth fighting
worldisrnovingintoanewstageofdiplomaticrefor." Does that also mean that you want many of ou?
men
w o m e n to d i e f r
° ^ in Kuwait as well,
nations at the conference should do to backup this Dick?""d
quote is to stop the resurgence of anti-sematism in
(And this is my last orie,T promise.) To the
!
P'*S.:militaryi: In a rnost disturbing article in me
ftoughAeho^rrorsofHitlerwillnotbetorgottenor September 12th issue of theftfowYork Tjmes .it was
ignored, for that u precisely when it will happen fepprted ttiat over 64% of women in the military
g
have been .sexually assaulted, by rape, asking of
!.$^u^:fay6^,:'d^;.lp^ks,:';an4'teia8in^' Roughly
; $1% of men inthe military have expenenced some
:
%jm of Sexual harassment That number is signifi-

^t^hl^r but^

Se|§^$ffS||i||§^

: :;||6rtu||rj§;^

total

number of woHien in the workforce who have been
•sexually'Assaulted on the job, a grotesque thirty to
forty pe^centi Thisiraises th? questions of whether or
h))t wome^ are in
; tary as sirioothly'as it may seem and whether Or not
this rniUt£|ry planstp-do something about it. The
Assista^: Secretary of the Defense,for Force and
Management and Personnel Christopher Jehn com• rhented, 'These numbers are clearly too high. But
We Jhink we're on the right path. We've got to
redouble our efforts to bring the numbers down. The
^policy is clear; sexual harassment will not be toler•iated in the military." Meanwhile,?!^ of women are
: haiassed ittore than once and 40 to 49% of: wofflsn
; ^oubttitaiat anything is actually done or will bpdone
if the inddehts are;reported. A follow-up report"'is
:
:;

i|r^|^l^^l||^^^^§;a^^-^re^ Qra bpast. That's • e x p e e t e d

i n t h r e e - y e a r s . •'..•" •••.. •'•

- ' • •.•'••'•.•'• ":

For most people of Pakistan,
Benazir Bhutto's appointment us
Prime Minister twenty months ago
seemed to be the answer to a I'erverent prayer. For the Harvard educated, thirty-five year old Bhutto
stood as a symbol of peace, prosperity, progress, and justice.
Bhutto was the hope and future of
a nation which had been sinking
into the depths of despair due to
the political and economic imbalance along with ethnic and religious strife.
As u woman, her appointment
as Prime Minister of an Islamic
Republic seemed to shutter the
foundations of a mule-doininaied
society. Fondly referred to as the
"Daughter of Democracy" by the
people, Bhutto firmly advocated
the implementation of democracy
in a nation which has for 25 of its
43 years been dominated by despotic military rulers, where generals instead of politicians are the
real power players.
Bhutto pledged passionate
support for the rural poor and the
downtrodden women of Pakistan.
Her purposeful stance coupled with
widespread media propaganda that
pitted her political party, the Pakistan Peoples Party (the Good
Guys), against the Islamic Democratic Party (the Bad Guys), won
her the support of the nation at
large.
Like most politicians, however, Bhutto sadly failed to practice what she preached and did not
follow up her on policies.
Once in office, Bhutto did not
appoint young, progressive intellectuals who could have found
answers to the countries' problems; instead, she surrounded
herself with greedy political opportunists and initialed no major
legislation. The majority of her
advisors were close friends and
family members who were only
attracted to the campaign so that
they could serve their own interests.
Thus, ineffective political
advice, inexperience in government affairs, and Bhutto's obstinate refusal to accept any viewpoint other than her own was the
first step toward her downfall. It
was this attitude that slowly an-

tagonized the opposition parlies,
the military, and finally President tihulaiii Isiiq Khan, who
Bhutto frequently referred to as
"An old, decrepit man."
Bhutto's "Achilles" Heel",
however, was severe corruption
within the government that she
pretended did not exist. In fact,
Bhutto's husband Asif Ali Zardari ami his father were found
guilty of fraud, bribery, and corruption. Zardari had been taking
advantage of his wife's political
pos ition to undertake illegal transactions. Bhutto's inability to
restrain her husband, often known
as the 10% man, severely damaged her political career,
In fact, interim prime minister Ghulain Mustaplnt Jatoi will
probably capitalize cm this weakness to push Bhutto out of office.
However, it is a fact that the
"Corruption Issue" is merely a
disguise for a quiet military coup
against Bhutto.
The military has always teen
a strong supporting force behind
any government in Pakistan.
They supported Bhutto because
they believed that she would work
for the good of tin- country, but
were then greatly angered when
she, unnecessarily began to interfere in military procedures such
as appointments and personnel
promotions.
Furthermore,
Bhutto's inability to successfully
resolve the growing hostility in
neighboring Kashmir left Pakistan open to the threat of war and
invasion by India.
Bhutto's followers declare
her dismissal to be unconstitutional. The (acts on this issue are
not yet clear, however. But she
has appealed to the Supreme
Court in order to have her dismissal by the President declared
unconstitutional. Although a free
election has been scheduled for
October 5th. a legal battle may be
the only way for Bhutto to regain
her position; for as it stands now,
she can make no rallying speeches
under penalty of law.
Ironically, Bhutto's father
Zulfigar Ali Bhutto, the founder
of the Pakistan Peoples Party and
a former Primi Minister, was also
overthrown on charges of corruption in 1977 and was later
hanged in 1979. One wonders,
therefore, just how far Benazir is
aiming to follow in her father's
footsteps.

TRIPOD STAFF
MEETING

7 P.M. TONIGHT
JACKSON BASEMENT
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World & Nation
A Different Perspective On The Iraqi Showdown
i-

would not really resolve the cri- Pat is still looking through a tunsis. Saddam cannot be left free to nel, and he sees no light. Why
[By DAVID HERR
go
about his quest for power. His fight over an extra ten cents a
World & Nation Writer
aggression cannot be dignified gallon for gas, he snidely remarks.
by American capitulation on the The reason Pat sees no light is
because he looks at the world with
The past month and a half has diplomatic front. The capitula- isolationist tunnel vision. In an
tion
must
be
all
his,
and
then
we
brought to bear some disturbing
age of mass communications,
world events. For the first time will talk; forget two way settle- extensive world trade, and contaments
and
negotiations
in
"good
since Vietnam, U.S. military forces
gious democracy, Pat Buchanan
have been deployed en masse in faith" (as if those two words could is an anachronism.
ever
remotely
apply
to
Saddam).
another country. In hisfirstMos
Bill's third absurdity deals
Eisley column, Bill Ghent brought Any weaker stance would inevi- w i t n t n e
tably
lead
to
utter
disaster,
given
Operation, but since he
up some "Crisis Absurdities"
that
Saddam
is
not
known
for
wrote
his
piece last week, it has
regarding Operation Desert Shield.
Underneathhis specific points was keeping his word. And thank become more clear that the costs
for the time being, covered by
the very understandable desire to heavens George Bush remembers oare,
ur allies
the
inviolable
lesson
of
the
Iran^ d beneficiaries. Plus,
avoid war.
Contra scandal, which is to never Bush recently said that defense
I am no hawk, but I do see the negotiate with terrorists for hos- cuts were not entirely ruled out,
even
crisis in the Middle East from a tages.
"with the crisis at hand. I
different perspective than Bill.
As for the U.N., they must interpretthattomeanthatperhaps
Before dealing with the three playcatch-uptotheUnitedStates. * e r e will be some appropriate
absurdities he brought up, though, Ever since its inception, the U.N. reorganization at DOD, the result
I think we must begin to put Sad- was deadlocked in the throes of ° f which may be to eliminate as
dam Hussein into perspective.
the Cold War. Now, as the Cold many Pentagon pork projects as
Granted, there has been a lot Warrecedesintohistory,theU.N. possible and realign American
of schlock journalism in present- finds itself more viable. How- defenses around third world reing Saddam to the Americans. I ever, before the U.N. can take up gional hot-spots which threaten
do not think he is a madman; that that role, it needs to learn it. And American interests. Great good
description implies that is inca- what nation is a better teacher can come out of the expense.
pable of the cold, calculating than the victor in the Cold War?
Bill also asked whether or
thought process which he has What other nation on the Security not Americans as a people should
repeatedly shown he possesses. Council than the U.S. is in abetter handle the turmoil of the Middle
Psychotic, then? Absolutely. position to lead the U.N. in its East. His article implied that we
What other word could describe new era?
should not. I, on the other hand,
someone who, like Hitler, used
feel that we must. Otherwise, the
Bill's
second
absurdity
deals
poison gas for genotidal purposes?
Some despise the comparison to with the hawks who openly call American way of life will be forand I am not just talking
Hitler, saying that Saddam could for a quick war. I agree that asaken,
bout
gas for the Caddies either
never equal that monster; there- "surgical strike" scenarios are
fore, the comparison belittles what mere Rambo fantasies. Such see- (neither was George if you read
Hitler put the world through. The narios would be part of an overall between the lines). Today'scrisis
way I see it, Hussein could easily conventional, and chemical,too,must be, put into context with the
equal and even surpass Hitler (if war, which at this point seems past forty-five years of Cold War,
given the chance) for the simple likely to start before or around which for a fleeting moment, was
behind us. Hussein is actively
reason that he aspires after the Open Period
And when the moment trying to acquire nuclear weapmodel. Life means nothing to
comes, delay will be a great dan- o n s - ^d will get them unless
him.
ger, although I do not think Bush stopped or destroyed by an outI would now like to address will wait too much longer! Bill sider.Andifhecangetthebombs,
Bill's absurdities. First, he said praises ideologue Pat Buchanan h e can just as easily get the ICBM
that there is no push for a diplo- for opposing quick war. I do not delivery systems which are the
matic settlement to the crisis. I do like war, but Pat Buchanan more geopolitical root of the power
not see it that way> The sanctions than opposes war, he espouses nuclear weapons give their ownand mobilization are efforts to get isolationism. What a turnaround ers. Hussein has shown with his
Hussein to withdraw from Kuwait that is for the Nixon PR man who chemical weapons his propensity
andreleaseWesternhostages. Any helpeddupetheAmericanpeople t 0u s e h l s . m o s t powerful armatalks or agreements with Saddam into continuing to see a light at m e n t s - H l s attempt to become a
while he holds Kuwait and 17,000 the end of the tunnel in Vietnam, nuclear superpower puts at risk
hostages would be foolish and

US Should Reveal True Mission of Gulf
§ By PHILLIP GRAHAM
World & Nation Writer
As the current U.S. military build-up in the Middle East
continues, we should question
our government's motives.
Why are we endangering the
lives of millions of military
personnel? Why are we damaging our image in the Arab
world? And why on earth are
we spending billions of dollars
to defend 6,880 square miles of
desert? We are told that the
U.S. has a moral obligation to
defend the duly constituted
governments of our allies. Iraq
used military force to invade
Kuwait, and forcibly removed
its legitimate government. Now
the nefarious Iraqi army stands
poised to invade Saudi Arabia.
As the defenders of freedom
and self-determination of
peoples we have a duty to lead
the effort to restore the rightful
rulers of Kuwait and protect the
Saudi government.
How correct is our stance?
When the situation is studied in
some detail, it becomes obvious that we must question our
basic premises. The Kuwaiti

royal family' s dominion is hardly
a shining example of enlightened
rule. The majority of the population is non-Kuwaiti, notably
Palestinian, and hence, is ineligible to vote. Is it our moral duty
to reinstate this government?
Should American lives and resources be spent propping up a
regime such as this?
Of course this hypocrisy is
nothing new to American foreign
policy. Six hundred fifty miles
away from Kuwait, American
tax dollars are supporting a similar regime, The Israeli government reigns over a large nonIsraeli population. The Palestinian people in the Israeli occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip have
few or no voting rights, much like
the Palestinian population in
Kuwait. Yet, the U.S. government describes Israel as a shining
example of democracy in the
Middle East and supplies it with
three billion dollars a year in foreign aid. Obviously the defense
of democracy and self-determination of peoples are not the criteria by which American foreign
policy is decided.
The United States supplies
Israel with huge amounts of foreign aid because they are one of

. „ „ . „ * loyal
1m.nl allies.
aiiiac
Tcra*»l is
I
our most
Israel
geopolitically important to the
United States. We support them
not for their politics, but because
of pragmatism. The current
Kuwaiti situation is similar.
The United States is spending billions of dollars trying to restore the ruling family of Kuwait
not to ensure the sovereignty of a
duly constituted government, but
rather for pragmatic reasons. We
want Kuwait as an ally in the
region, and more importantly we
do not want any more of the
world's proven oil supplies to fall
under Iraqi control. The rationale
is at the gas pump not on a greater
moral plane.
It would be a far better thing
if the United States government
would admit that its actions are
based on the same foundations as
are other countries, naked selfinterest. There is nothing wrong
with a government pursuing a
foreign policy intent on providing
the best for its citizens, but let it at
least be honest. Rather than clothe
its actions in the garb of moral
rectitude and self-serving rheto. ric, let our government be honest
with its people and explain its true
justifications.
1

the end of-*the Cold War so carefully designed by Reagan, Bush,
and Gorbachev.
Do we want out kids to refer
to 1945-1989 as "the First Cold
War"? Do we want them to face
the stress such conflicts visit upon
our liberties? I do not. I do not
want to live my adult life under
the cloud of Saddam and his
bombs. Since Saddam would be
more likely to use his weapons,
the balance of terror thing will not
work with him like it did the
Soviets.

So
Sri let
let us
us do
rii now what we
would be forced under worse circumstances to do later. If that
means war, then so be it. I do not
say that lightly, buttodeny that
reality would be to take our future
as a nation in a free and peaceful
world lightly. Much more than
oil is at stake in the Middle East,
and the crisis there is far broader
than being a simpleregionalconflict. The U.S. realizes this now,
and that is good. But when real
crises come, that will be the test,
for we must not bury our head in
the sand.

Peace For Cambodia?
year, Vietnam withdrew their
B By JAYBARBA
troops from Cambodia and set up
a puppet regime. This newly
World & Nation Writer
weakened government prompted
As the Khmer Rouge inched
the Khmer Rouge to step up their
their way toward Phnom Pneh,
efforts in retaking the country.
the United Nation Security CounAlong with two other non-comcil approved a peace plan for warmunist groups, the Khmer Rouge
torn Cambodia. The five member
have been slowly fighting thenpanel consisting of the U.S., Soway to Phnon Penh, the capital.
viet Union, China, Great Britain,
This struggle illustrates our
and France plans to shell out $3
country's ex-policy of FIGHTbillion to $5 billion to insert a
ING THE EVIL OF COMMU20,000 UN supervisory force to
NIST AGRESSION, WHERdisarm the rebels and supervise
EVERITMAYSTRIKE! Under
free elections.
the Reagan administration and
But the UN better move fast, under part of the Bush adminifor the Khmer Rouge and two stration, we supported the twoother resistance groups are fast communistresistancegroups with
approaching the capitol. Govern- humanitarian and military aid.
ment troops under the leadership The only problem was that these
of Vietnamese-backed prime two groups worked with, and
minister Hun Sen are being over- basically were directed by, the
powered, and the economy of more powerful Khmer Rouge.
Cambodia is sinking. The Khmer Coupled with the fact that our
Rouge might finallyregaincon- government knew about this allitrol of a country they lost more ance, it seems absurd that only
than ten years ago.
until justrecently wesupported a
In 1975 the communist blc<)d-thirstycommunistgroupto
Khmer Rouge party under the overthrow a relatively more
leadership of Pol Pot took control peaceful communist government.
of Cambodia. What followed was It's even more absurd than giving
a three year reign of terror that saw secretsatelliteintelligence to Iraq
the death of one to three million or selling missiles to Iran, which
Cambodian citizens by the hands our government also did under
of the new government Li 1979, the Reagan administration.
communist Vietnam drove the
This is just another example
Khmer Rouge to the Thai-Cam- of our great country helping to
bodian border, where they have screw up another nation by not
been fighting ever since. Just last choosing our friends wisely.

Money for College
Over 3 Million Students Will Qualify
For College Grants & Scholarships
• Leam the quickest £ attest ways you can
win both scholarships andfinancialaid awards.
• Leam how to improve your chances for a
Pell &ant
• Leam how to increase the amount of your
Guaranteed Student Loan.
• Uam how much money you are eligibletoreceive
» you can choose the schools that best suit your
duefinancialneed
For more information and a FREE copy of

10 Ways To Stretch Your
Scholarship Chances!
fill out and mail the attached coupon TODAY!
Send for FREE information
Name .

233 BOBETZ HOOD
COtCHKSTXS CT .
06419-9967
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Foreign Study List
STUDENTS STUDYING ABROAD
(Foreign and Domestic)
Fall 1990 and Academic Year 1990-91
NAME AND CLASS YEAR

WHEN

PROGRAM OR INSTITUTION

PERSONAL MAILING ADDRESS AT PROGRAM

Abramson, Chris '92
Amore, Dawn A. '92
Andrews, Marion T. '92
Auchinloss, Conrad M, '91

9091
9091
f90
f90

Smith College in Florence
Beaver CCEA/Univ. College
University of Washington
EIL/Thailand

Smith College Piazza Signoria, 4a 50122 Florence, ITALY

Baxter, Melincia R. '93
Belevete, Karen A,'92
Bernstein, Linda '92

f90
f90
f90

Evergreen State College
LaMama
Butler ISA/INSTEP

Blums, Caroline Lee '92

f90

CIEE/Beijing

Bowron, James Edgar '92
Box, Stephen '92
Bramley, Craig '92
Burt, Rebecca '92
Busse.AnnW.'92
Camean, Terri '92
Cameron, Maya '92
Campbell, Leah '92
Carbone, Christopher '91

9091
f90
f90
f90
f90
f90
f90
9091
f90

St. Andrews University
Wesleyan in Paris
Beaver CCEA/Nottingham
Queen Mary College
Butler ISA/King's
EBL/India
Advanced Studies/England
University of Washington
Syracuse in Florence

Chappell, Sarah'92

f90

School for Field Studies

Cleaton, Christin E. '92
Coe, Julienne R. '92
Colaizzi.MerrittL. "92
David, Anna '92

f90
9091
f90
9091

PRJESHCO/Cordoba
London Sen. of Economics
Syracuse in Florence
BESGL

Davis, Terrell '92
DeBernadis, Jennifer F. '92
DeMallie, Gwen '92

f90
f90
f90

Howard University
Syracuse in Strasbourg
TC/RC

Dodge, David Dickson '91
Donlon, Christian '91
Drewiacki, Hilla '92
Duff, HI, Louis D. '92

f90
f90
9091
f90

PRESHCO/Cordoba
Butler ISA/UEA/EAS
Tel Aviv University
Drew in London

Einhorn, Ted'91
Feldman, Daniel '92

f90
f90

University of Maryland
ACTR/Moscow

Finney, Kristin '92
Gedid, Maura '92

f90
9091

Howard University
lES/Vienna

Genova, Vanessa '92

f90

Syracuse in Florence

Gerber, David Eric'92

f90

King's College

Getchell, Sarah '92
Gilman, Caroline H. '92

f90
f90

Via Paris
Syracuse in Florence

Girnbel, Virginia '91

f90

Beaver CCEA/Greece

Goodwin, Daniel R. '92
Greenwald, Kristin '92

f90
f90

Via Paris
IBS/Vienna

Griffin, Cam'92
Hamill, Michael James '91
Haveliwala, Hozefa '92
Hawkins, Jeffrey B. '92
Hurd, Clayton A. '92

f90
f90
9091
f90
f90

University of Washington
Beaver CCEA/Intemship
Beaver CCEA/LSE Single
Amer. Coll. Consortium/USSR
EIL/Ecuador

Jackson, Sarah C.'92
Johnson, Timothy A. '91

f90
f90

Beaver CCEA/Oxford
TC/RC

Johnston, Ian C,'92

f90

Beaver CCEA/Vienna

Johnstone, Cameron '92

190

12CEAVesleyan

Keane, Dawn E. '92

f90

Amer. Univ. in Cairo

Ketteringham, Emma S. '92
Klotz, Christine C. '92
Larson, Andrew E. '92
Lazorchick, Susan M. "92

f90
f90
9091
9091

Butler ISA/INSTEP
NaflTheatCen/Waterford
Butler ISA/LSE
Amer. Coll. Consortium USSR

Le,Myai'92
Leach, Jennifer '92

9091
f90

Univ. of Manchester
Syracuse in Florence

Leonard, Lisa C. '91
Lester, Kimberly R. '92

f90
9091

NYUinParis
Amer. Coll. Consortium/USSR

Lillevand, David '92
Lima, Nancy M,'92

f90
f90

Beaver CCEA/Oxford
Butler ISA/Westfield

MacDonald, Laura '92

9091

Magness, Perre C. '92
Malman, Heidi E. '92

f90
f90

5046 19th Avenue NE Seattle. WA 9K105
c/o Experiment /Internal* I Li v.
Payai University I, P.O
Chiang Mai 101 Chiang Mai 5000, THAILAND
INSTEP, Butler University 21 Pembridge Gardens London W2
ENGLAND
CIEE Peking University Shaoyuan Beijing, PEOPLE'S RE
PUBLIC OF CHINA

2 Broad Street Bath Avon BA1 5U, ENGLAND
Syracuse University Center Piazza Savonarola 15 1-50132
Florence, ITALY
SCHOOL for FIELD STUDIES-Groups Hotel Las Misioncs
AP 152 Nueva Reforma Y Playa Sur La Paz, Baja Qttifor
nia Sur, MEXICO
22A Craven Hill Gardens London W2, ENGLAND
British & European Studies Grp 11 York Terrace East London
WCt 4PT, ENGLAND
Meridian Hill hall 16th Street NW Washington, D.C. 2(XK>9
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o Sucre Camaldolesi Ciivo
det Publicii, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY

Westbum Place 2b, Kilbum Park Road London NW6 5UY,
ENGLAND
1223 Noyes Drive Silver Spring, MD 20910
SSSR 117870 Moskva V-485 GSP-7 ul Volgina. dom 6
Daniel Feldman (Asprial) USSR
434 Warner
Street N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20009
A ? M £ r E u r ° P a i s h e Stu<J- Palais Corbelli Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Syracuse University Center Piazza Savonarola 15 1-50132,
Florence, ITALY
w g ! S ? C o u r t 5 5 2 King's Road London SWI0OUA.ENG
LAND
43 Rue de Cambronne 75015 Paris, FRANCE
Syracuse University Center Piazza Savonarola' 15 1-50132
Florence, ITALY
Beaver College Study in Greece Mclissou 26 116 35 Athens,
GREECE
27, rue Verniaud 75013 Paris, FRANCE

Experiment, htemafl Living
y Portugal Quito, Ecuador

' - ! 6 ^ 6 0 3 " 1 ? 1 1 8 c /°Suore Camaldolesi Clivo
cti.2 00153 Rome, ITALY
n ™ ™ f C ] ) 1 1 ! 8 ? m ^ I T ' Aust ro-American Inst. Education
Operngasse4 A 1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
yanStati0

CT06457
f

C

m f c

Drew in London
Kansai Gaidai University

"

222

airs

Churc

h Street Middletown,

A

S r t
^
^ric a n University in Cairo
Kafr El Ami Street P.O. Box 2511,1151
i Cairo, EGYPT

ity 150000 Yaroslavl
L

Univ. of Edinburgh

Republicade El Salvador 635

h

h

ul.

American

15 1-50132
T 1WM8 Moscow til. KilMchicha.
ster American Exchange Student USSR
Abroad21

Edinburgh EH9 IPX.
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Foreign Study List
STUDENTS STUDYING ABROAD
(Foreign and Domestic)
Fall 1990 and Academic Year 1990-91
NAME AND CLASS YEAR

WHEN

PROGRAM OR INSTITUTION

PERSONAL MAILING ADDRESS AT PROGRAM
Inst. for Europaische Studien Palais Corbelli Johannesgasse 7
A-1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA

Markey, Erin '92

f90

IES/Vienna

Maynard, Joshua M. '92
Menendez, Anna P. '92
Michelson, Miriam J. '93
Milanos, Irene S. '92
Miller, Harlan '92

9091
f90
9091
f90
f90

Amer. Coll. ConsortiunVUSSR
LaMama
Univ. of Calif./Berkeley
Columbia in Paris
CIEE/Nanjing

Mugford, Kimberly '92
Novick, Michael H. '92

f90
f90

CIEE/Beijing
TC/RC

Noyes, Stephanie Y. '92

f90

PRESHCO/Cordoba

O'Neal, Jennifer E. '92
Osegura, Barbara '92

9091
f90

Butler ISA/UEA/EAS
EIL/Brazil

Oster, Christopher R. '92

f90

TC/RC

Papadopolous, Peter '91
Puglisi, Mary Jo '92
Reynolds, Jane M. '92

f90
f90
f90

Nat'l Theat Cen/Waterford
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Butler ISA/INSTEP

Riggan, Jennifer '92
Rivers, Alison '92
Sanders, Lydia H. '92

9091
f90
f90

PRESHCO/Cordoba
12CE/Mount Holyoke
Beaver CCEA/King's

Schreiber, William '92

f90

Butler ISA/Melbourne

Scott, Julie '92

f90

Butler ISA/U. New So Wales

Serafin, Douglas S. '93
Sethi Ella-May '92

9091
f90

Emory University
IES/Paris

Shah,AnandP.'92
Shannon, Patrick '92
Sherman, Scott W. '92

9091
f90
f90

University of Virginia
CIEE/Nanjing
Boston U./Paris/Intern.

Silverman, Uicia '93

f90

TC/RC

Simmons, Kimberly '92

f90

UEA/SOC

Snyder, Rani'92

f90

lAU/Avignon

Spahr, Stephanie'92

f90

Syracuse in Florence

St. Louis, Jean '91
Stebbins, Hannah '92
Stevenson, Jon '91
Stevenson, Marianne '92

f90
f90
f90
f90

Morehouse College
Boston U./Wash./Intem
Beaver CCEA/Queen Mary
TC/RC

Stewart, Holly D.'92

f90

Butler ISA/INSTEP

Stewart, Kathleen-D. '92

f90.

Via Paris/Montpellier

Straley, Amy L. '92
Sweeney, Anna E. '92

f90
f90

Butler ISA/Queen Mary
Columbia in Paris

Thompson, Vanessa'92

f90

EIL/Kenya

Ticknor, Beula A. '91
Tomlinson, Jessica '92
Tyburski, Laura '92

f90
9091
f90

Syracuse in Florence
Butler ISA/LSE
Butler ISA/York

Wade, Katherine '92
Williams, Andrew'92

f90
9091

lAU/Avignon
Columbia University

f90
f90
f90
f90

Howard University
Beaver CCEA/Humanities
King's College
Sch. for Field Studies

Zingapan, Brenda J. '92
Zipser, Katherine E.'92

f90
f90

SUNY at Buffalo
TC/RC

Zoob, Rachel'92

f90

School for Field Studies

de Cavaignac, Eric '92

f90

Butler ISA/U, Sydney

, Williams, Michele '92
Yang, Walter'92
Yoon, David K.'92
Zamparo, Joann '91

2732 Durant Avenue Berkeley, CA 94704
Reid Hall 4, Rue de Chevreuse 75006 Paris, FRANCE
CIEE Foreign Student's Dormitory #8 Nanjing University
Nanjing, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o SuoreCamaldolesi Clivodei
Publicii,2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Colegio Mayor Nuestra Senora de la Asuncion CalleMenen
dez Pidal s/n Cordoba, SPAIN 14004
c/o Ms. Manzia Goulart Urioste Exper. Convivencia Inter. Brasil
Rua Baraco de Campanema 220 011411 Sao Paulo, SP.
BRASIL
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o SuoreCamaldolesi Clivodei
Publicii,2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Butler University/INSTEP 21 Pembridge Gardens London W2
4EB, ENGLAND
Box 3128 Mt. Holyoke College South Hadley, MA 01075
Beaver College in London 11 Palace Court London W2 4LP,
ENGLAND
Trinity College Royal Parade Parkville Victoria 3052, AUS
TRALIA
6/263 Carrington Road Coogee New South Wales 2034,
AUSTRALIA
Institut d'Etudes Europeened 77 rue Daguerre 75014 Paris,
FRANCE
Eoole Francaise des Attaches de Presse(EFAP) 61 rue Pierre
Charron 75008 Paris, FRANCE
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/oSuore Camaldolsei Clivo
dei Publidi, 2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Center for Overseas Students University of East Anglia Norwich
NR4 7TJ, ENGLAND
Inst. for American Universities Centre d'Etudes Francaises 5,
rueFiguiere 84000 Avignon, FRANCE
Syracuse University Center Piazza Savonarola 15 1-50132
Florence, ITALY
1019 Westmoor Drive NW Apt. 3 Atlanta, GA 30314
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/oSuore Camaldolesi Clivo
deiPublicii,2 00153 Rome, ITALY
Institute for Study Abroad Butler University 21 Pembridge
Gardens London W24EB, ENGLAND

Columbia University Reid Hall 4 Rue de Chevreuse 75006
Paris, FRANCE
c/o YMCA Central Hostel State House Avenue P.O, Box 63063
Nairobi, KENYA
Wentworth College University of York Heslington York
YO15DD, ENGLAND
JohnJayHall Columbia University U 24 Amsterdam Ave, New
York, NY 10027

c/o Field Studies Tour Group Internat'l Wildlife Research Box
47272 Nairobi, KENYA, EAST AFRICA
4725 Spaulding Dr. Clarence, NY 14031
Trinity College/Rome Campus c/o SuoreCamaldolesi Clivodei
Publicii,2 00153 Rome, ITALY
c/o SchoolforFieldStudies Post Office Yangaburra Queensland,
AUSTRALIA

DON'T FORGET.
WE ARE ALWAYS ON THE LOOKOUT FOR GOOD LEADS.
IF YOU HAVE A STORY OR JUST AN IDEA, CALL US AT X2583 OR WRITE US - BOX 1310
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for Minority Students
college-bound students taking the
i B y PATORDOVENSKY
ACT this year was 20.6, the perUSA TODAY
fect score being 36. Last year's
WASHINGTON — Students average was 18.6. But because
who load their high school class this year's test had a revised forschedule with basic "core" mat and new scoring scale, ACT
courses can gain a substantial officials say this year's 20.6 is
edge in college admissions test equivalent to last year's 18.6.
scores, say the people who run "We're seeing a pattern of stability, only modest changes from
the exams.
On Monday, American College year to year, and that's certainly
Testing (ACT) officials an- betterthan a decline," says ACT's
nounced that its 1990 national Patricia Farrant.
The SAT average this year
average score is unchanged from
1989. The ACT also reported dropped from 903 to 900. A perwide gaps in scores and said that fect score is 1600.
The ACT average is up for
gap was linked to the differences
blacks, Hispanics, American Inin students' course loads. •
A similar link between courses dians, and down for whites and
and scores was reported last Asians.
A key reason for minority gains,
month by the rival Scholastic
says Farrant, is that more minoriAptitude Test (SAT).
Students with four years of ties are taking the core curricuEnglish, threeyears each of math, lum. Last year, 42 percent of black
science social studies, averaged test-takers had enrolled in 13 core
22.3 on the ACT, 1.7 points above courses, up from 30 percent in
the national average. Students 1987.
without those basic courses averFour-year changes, with 1986
aged 19.1.
scores converted to the new scorThe average for the 817,096 ing system:

— Black students average 17.0
this year, up from 16.2 in 1986.
—American Indians are at 18.0,
up from 17.3.
- Mexican-Americans average

18.3, up from 17.9; other HispanWhites are al 21.2, down
from 21.5 in 1</K6.
ics are at 19.3, up from IV.O.
—Asian-Americans are at 21,1, (>il 'opyriyjit I WO, USA TODAYI
down from 21.9 last year but up Apple ('olleye Information Network
from 21.5 four years ago.

Students Do Study Despite Critics' Ravings

SBy NANCIHELLMICH
USA TODAY
Contrary to what critics might
say, college students are putting
in long hours with books and in
the classroom, a new survey of
undergraduates shows.
About 40 percent of undergraduates in the study said they devote
35 hours or more a week to academics, including time spent in
classes. Eighty percent devote
more than 30 hours, says C.Robert
Pace, professor emeritus at the
University of California School
of Education.
He bases these conclusions on
questionnaires completed by
24,000 undergraduates at 74 colleges and universities across the
country from 1983 to 1986.

"There is a sizable group of
students who put in as much effort
as a person who works 35 to 40
hours a week," says Pace. "My
general impression is that students
are putting in more time and effort
and getting more out of college
than many of the critics seem to
think."
Other findings:
- - 93 percent of students said
they take detailed notes in class.
— 95 percent said they listen
attentively in classes.
—-• 67 percent said they spend
five hours or more writing a paper
— not counting the time spent in
reading or at (he library.
— 76 percent said they think
about the practical applications of
the material they study.
Most students also said they

num
;
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usitij
drop
comi
fora
tion
com
Tl
was
ther.
tele1!
coal

.spend Unit: talking to their peers
about job prospects, money, careers and current events.
Academic progress appears to
increase with each year in school.
And the closer kids live to campus, the more involved they are in,
campus activities, the report found,
At selective liberal arts schools
such as Vassar and Bennington
College, students spent even more
time
an average of 45 hours a
week on academics. Pace .says.
Tile results are in a new book,
"The Undergraduates: A Report
of Their Activities ami Progress in
College in the IWOs" (Center for
the Study of Evaluation, UCLA,
$19.50).'
Wii/wixht 1VW, USA TODAYI
Apple Ctitlt'xt' Information Network

Exxon Finishes Clean Up, Alaska Says More Work is Needed
fflBy LINDA KANAMINE
USA TODAY
WASHINGTON—Exxon Co.
USA on Friday wraps up a second summer of oil cleanup in
Prince William Sound and the
Gulf of Alaska •—site of the
worst oil spill inlJ.S. history.

"The Sound is well on its way to
recovery," Exxon spokesman
Karsten Rodvik said. Workers this
summer removed or treated oil on
581 segments of shore ranging in
size from one-fourth an acre to 2
miles long.
But state officials said another
summer of work is needed. That

Colleges Ranked By Value
For Barron's 300 Best Buys in
College Education ($12.95),
Solorzano
considered faculty with Ph.D.s,
Which colleges offer the best percentage of students graduating
value for the money?
in five years and percentage of
Depends on what you consider students going to graduate school.
"value," as shown by new dueling
For both guides, cost was a sigcollege ratings:
nificantfactor. Solorzano say s few
— A special Money magazine schools were considered that
issue, out today, ranks 200 public charge more than $ 15,000 a year.
and private colleges as best buys. Only one of the eight Ivy League
—Barron's, in a book by Lucia, schools, Cornell, makes Barron's
Solorzano, lists 300 best buys list. Money includes four Ivies:
withoutrankingthem. The guides Yale(l l),Columbia (13), Princeoften disagree.
ton (37), Harvard (50).
Money, in conjunction with
Barron's includes the five tuiPeterson's Guides, weighed "17 tion-free service academies.
measures of academic excel- Money tossed them out because
lence," includinggraduationrates, of their "masked" cost: five years
money spent on instruction, fresh- of military service.
man SAT scores, student-faculty ©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
ratio and number of books in the Apple College Information Netlibrary.
work

MBy PATORDOVENSKY
'•'USATODAY

decision will wait until May 1,
when federal, state and Exxon
officials survey the 1,200-mile
shoreline for remaining damage.
Meanwhile, trouble still follows
Exxon's largest tanker, Valdez, 18
months after it hit a reefand spilled
11 million gallons of crude.
The newly repaired ship has been
renamed Exxon Mediterranean. It
put out to sea Wednesday from
San Diego — but only after Coast
Guard officials removed Greenpeace demonstrators chained to
the ship's rudder. The Mediterranean-bound ship will haul crude
from the Middle East to Europe,
Exxon hopes Mother Nature's
harsh winter storms continue
cleanup along Alaska's shore,
dissipating and carrying off much
of the lingering crude.
"It's too early to speculate what
we will discover" in May, Rodvik

said.
The thick, black goo that coated
Alaska's beaches is largely gone,
state cleanup monitor Peter Montcsano said. "But there's no way
to completely clean up after an
oil spill of this size. You can
claim victory all you want, but
the Sound will not look the way it
did two years ago."
Pockets of oil still lie below the
surface and in sediment, and
"Once it starts raining, rocks don' t
ordinarily head up water. It's perfectly odd looking," said state
environmental spokeswoman LJ.
Evans.
At the National Maritime Wildlife Refuge on Ushagat Island,
between 1,000 gallons and 2,500
gallons of buried oil was dug up
and left on shore for winter tides
to treat.
The spill also ruined a season

of commercial fishing and killed
,16,741 birds, 1,016 otters and 155
bald eagles.
P.xson's cleanup pricetag
amounted to $2f K) million this year
in excavation, use of bacteria to
break down oil, manual and mechanical debris pickup, and washing with absorbent pads. The firm
since March 19K9 has spent $2
billion on the cleanup, and an
additional $230 million in claims
paid to some I.VXX) people and
businesses.
"We have a long way to go to
clean this mess up," said Allen
Smith, regional director of the
Wilderness Society. "There's a
lot mure work
probably several years
to be done."
(y/Copyrixlit IW0, USA TODAY.'Apple Colli'iit- Information
Network

Highway deaths show decline
Fatal accidents on the nation's roads in 1989 took a downturn
for the first time since 1985. Traffic fatalities by year:
48

Money's top-10 college
"best buys" and their cost:
1. Cooper Union, New York, ($300 yearly "activities fee"; $3,650
room and board; 70% of students live at home).
2. California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, $13,495 tuition
(plus $4,261 for room and board).
3. Rice University, Houston, $7,160 (plus $4,600).
4. New College of the University of South Florida, Sarasota,
$5,488
out-of-state, $1,515 in-state (plus $3,093).
5. State University of New York at Geneseo, $4,925 out-of-state
$1,575 in-state (plus $3,250).
6. SUNY at Binghamton, $4,914 out-of-state, $1,564 in-state
(plus $4452).
7. Trenton State College, New Jersey, $3,795 out-of-state, $2,720
in-state (plus $4,330).
a ^ ' m P ^ a t Mbmy> $ 4 > 8 3 5 out-of-state, $1,485 in-state (plus
$3,301).
$ 9- University of Virginia, $8,136 out-of-state, $2,966 in-state(phu
* A 0 -;,? 16 U n i v e r s i t v

of

Florida, Gainesville, $4,630 out-of-state

in-state (plus $3,330).
Compiled by Money Magazine and Peterson's Guides
Trinity did not make this list.

Roadway and pet
of accidents

3.3%
Other/
unknown

Interstate
highwaySource: Federal H i g h l y Administrafon

U.S./state

— highway
•V
Town/
i municipal
street
County/
local street
Keith Carter. Gannett Nows Service
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College Life
PDFA Claims That Drag Use is Dropping
i B y JOHNMACHACEK
USA TODAY
WASHINGTON — The
number of adults and teen-agers
using illegal drugs continues to
drop, according to a new study
commissioned by the Partnership
for a Drug Free America, a coalition of advertising and media
companies.
The decline of illegal drug use
, was greatest among teen-agers —
the primary targets of hard-hitting
television ads produced by the
coalition in the past year, the study
• says.
The federally financed study
• surveyed more than 8,000 people
— including blacks, whites and
Hispanics—recruited from about
100 urban, suburban and rural
shopping areas nationwide.
The study showed that:
— 5.9 percent of teen-agers
reported using copaine within the
last year — down from 10.6 percent a year ago.
— The number of adults who
reported using cocaine within the
last year dropped to 5.5 percent—
down from 8.4 percent three years
ago.
— Marijuana use among teenagers was down 27 percent from
1989. It declined 6 percent among
adults since 1987.
William Bennett, director of
federal drug control policy, called
the
findings "very largely encouraging."
y Thomas Hedricks president and
1
executive director of the partnership, said, "We are convinced that
drug use is not only declining but
that we can further reduce the
demand by increasing awareness
of the risks of using drugs through
the news, entertainment and advertising media."
Last year, the focus of anti-drug
TV messages produced by partnership members was shifted
toward teen-agers after surveys
between 1987 and 1989 found only
modest declines in drug usage in
that age group.
The study's findings did not attempt to link the ads with the drop
m teen-age drug use. That measurement will be made in a another
study due in November.
But partnership officials said
they are convinced its new advertising strategy is responsible for
the decline in drug use. They said
a survey they did last year showed
adult drug usage declined the most
in areas where ads were seen and
heard most often.
"It was a very strong link," said
Gordon S. Black, president of
Gordon S. Black Corp., the Rochester, N.Y., research firm that
conducted that study and the one
released Tuesday.

The partnership said parental
and school involvement in the
anti-drug campaign also is beginning to pay off.
More pre-teens — children between ages nine and 12 — are
discussing drugs with their parents and teachers, the study found.
The number of children who
talk to their parents about drugs
was up 11 percent — from 65
percentin 1987 to 76 percent this
year. The number of children
more likely to speak with teachers about drugs jumped to 65
percent from 50 percent over the
same period.
"When you see these things
happening among pre-teens,
whose attitudes are conventionally anti-drug anyway, it's doubly encouraging," Black said.
"Their attitudes and fears are
being reinforced, better preparing them for the peer pressure of
teen-age experimentation."

Fewer users, more addicts

The study's findings dovetail
Latest drug trends continue to demonstrate a decline in casual
with other recent studies that
suggest illegal drug use among
cocaine use but a rise in hard-core addiction, as demonstrated
adults and teen-agers may have
by overdose fatalities of 21 cities:
peaked.
The National High School Sen"but deaths; rise;
iors Survey this year reported a 46
percent decline in cocaine use
Cocaine-related
deaths,
Emergency room cases,
since 1987. The 1988 National
1985-19891
.
1988-1990, by quarter
Household Survey on Drug Abuse
reported a 28 percent decline in
the number of people who said
they had used illicit drugs since
1985.
But while there is a growing
intolerance of drugs, the drug
epidemic is far from over, partIntfiou&mds
nership officials said.
Other studies have indicated
there are an estimated 8 million
casual users of cocaine across the
/.On. fi
nation and as many as 2.2 million
frequent or heavy users.
1—excludes NYC
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information NetSource: National Institute on Drug Abuse
Web Bryant, Gannett News Service
work

American Men and Women Ignorant About Sex
HBy KAREN S.PETERSON
USA TODAY
NEW YORK — The United
States is a nation of sexual illiterates, a Kinsey Institute study released Wednesday says in finding
that American men and women
lack the most basic information
about how their bodies work.
Such ignorance, fed by myths
and squeamishness in the medical
profession, leaves Americans
"struggling (and) anxious," said
Ruth Reinisch, director of the
Kinsey Institute for Research in
Sex, Gender and Reproduction in
Bloomington, Ind.
"Many women know more
about how their automobiles function than about how their bodies
do," saidReinisch, author of "The
Kinsey Institute New Report on
Sex: What You Must Know to Be
Sexually Literate," in bookstores

Oct. 3.
The 18-question poll involved
personal interviews with 1,974
Americans nationwide last October.
Participants from the Midwest
generally scored best, with 55
percent passing, followed by 47
percent in the West and 40 percent in the South and Northeast.
"We never would have predicted
this," Reinisch, said.
Overall there were no differher
menstrual period.
— Precisely half did not know
that anal intercourse itself does
not cause AIDS.
—A fourth of those responding
did not know that penile withdrawal is not an effective method
of contraception; another 10 percent did not know enough to answer the question.
— 65 percent said they did not
know that most erection difficultiesbegin with physical problems.

75 percent did not know that
up to 40 percent of married men
have extramarital affairs.
The Kinsey Institute is named
for Alfred Kinsey, the zoologist
who conducted landmark studies
onhuman sexual behavior in 1948
and 1953.
Reinisch said the new report
found that Americans are inundated with sexual messages but
not sexual facts.
Men, she said, "are still deeply
concerned about penis size. They
worry they are not big enough to
satisfy a partner — and they are
almost always in the normal
range."
.
"Women are almost totally
unconcerned about it," she said.
But women worry instead about
breast size, Reinisch said, and,
"The data show as many men like
small breasts as large ones."
Reinisch said most parents are
queasy about talking to their chil-

dren on the subject, and schools
do not provide much more information.
In addition, Reinisch said,
"Education about sexuality in
medical schools is abysmal, and
it's getting worse, not better."
Doctors are often embarrassed
to talk about sex to patients, said
San Francisco psychiatrist James
Krajeski: "Everybody is uncomfortable talking about sex at some
point. There is no reason to think
doctors are different."
Reinisch said the survey confirmed what she has always suspected about Americans' knowledge of sexuality: "We don't have
the facts on a wide range oftopics
from contraception to menopause."
The margin of error was 3 percentage points.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

New Television Shows Already Deemed Failures
H By JEFFERSON GRAHM
USATODAY
TV insiders already are speculating on the first new show to get
the ax.
This year, no one series gets the
universal thumbs down. Among
the choices:
— "Lifestories," NBC's disease-of-the-week show. "Easily
the first
cancellation," says veteran ad
buyer Paul Schulman. "It's wellintentioned, but dreary. A show
like this belongs on PBS, not
NBC."
— CBS' environmental action

TRINITY COLLEGE FACULTY
LECTURE SERIES
1990-91
"Language Comprehension:
From Words to Stories"
PROFESSOR KARL
HABERLANDT, Department of
Psychology
TOMORROW 4 P.M. FACULTY CLUB

team, "E.A.R.T.H. Force." Says should be off the air in three weeks,
Betsy Frankof Saatchi andSaatchi but because of Bochco, ABCmay
advertising, "When we showed be forced to keep it on a little
the show, a serious drama, to our longer."
But it's not so clear-cut. NBC
clients, they started howling at
Entertainment Group Chairman
how bad it was."
—"Cop Rock," ABC's musical Brandon Tartlkoff likes "Lifestocop show from Steven Bochco, ries." Though it's expected to get
"A real botch up," says Joel M. anemicratings Sundays at8 EDTSegal, executive vice president at PDT, it'll probably be moved
McCann-Erickson advertising. "It before getting canceled for good.

And Bochco has a 10-series
deal with ABCthatwouldmakeit
hard to pull "Cop Rock."
That leaves the smart money on
the Force and the number six.
"Cop" and "Lifestories" each got
13-episode orders, but CBS
wanted only six "Forces."
©Copyright 1990, USATODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Football's salary leaders
Salary (in 1990 dollars)
1940/$12,000
Sammy Baugh/($111,343)
1950 / $25,000
Sid Luckman/($134,751)

1960//$46,667
Billy Cannon^ ($204,799)
1970 //$150,000
JoeNamath, ,'($502,191)

1980 /
Walter Payton ,

7 $475,000 < / * £ '

, ($";48,817) ^ - ' - '

1990
Joe Montana/
Source: Sport magazine, USATODAY research

Marty Baumann, GNS

famous Men iviy iviuni o
_
jBy JOHN W.M. CLAUD
Features Editor

T S ' i

Doug." They went to a party, Doug wreaking of cheesy
cologne.andmymomwasweaitigaskirtwithaChristmas
Tree on it that had real lights and a battery pack that made

people «. d-p a reajl, W, to J * * ™ » ' 2 ^ f f i ^ M ? ! £

:hool. My dad took me to see Gerald Ford once when he
:"f d M t h ,f n
?as running for president, but I was only six then, so it ana...(spiasn>...
!

'\y"omt,S^Am,o«theothe,l,and,h,Smetlo.<iS
SCyml amWS

J£"lSJK&rS£ * " ^

'

E l m iWung

m s lHpS

"KC tniS

. . " O M a m - , sorry Mar, Arm" (whiffs of smoke now

" " d i S S i S f i L . morose) C you please

" Charlie Duke was the 10th man to set foot on the even worse when I wateh "People's Court" with my grandm o t h e r a n d s h e u s t s h a k e s h c r h e a c l a t i es c r e e n lon m
loon, ftetry neatreh?
J
"
K 8'y
%
[e was an astronaut from
^tfttfc,
TI
t* *
A fi
1
*

.ancaster, S.C., where
ly mom grew up with

j^^^m
_ ^ ^ ^ B

My mom says he
^^^^^^^F
J
ven proposed to her.
^ ^ ^ » ^
.'1
'hat would've been
^^^K
4
reat, to be the son of an
^ ^ R l
i
stronaut. That, I think,
%j
zould made for great .
J|M
layground bragging
1,^^
^JIBS
ights. And all the Tang
^ ^ ^ ._ ^ ^ ^ M
could drink.
But, alas, Duke gave g Moon
phis life in space to join
ome religious commune in California: They say being in
pace can have a profound effect on the human pscyche.
lakes for some nifty pickup lines, too.
"Y'know, I've explored the most incredible of man's
uestions.ridingtheworld'smostppwerfulrocket, thrustlg into the dark void of the gushing wellspring of life
self. Speaking of questions, ya wanna get married?"
My mom said no.
Mary Ann Claud Famous Person Story 2) DougLere
Uyn.
This one has a little more punch to it. DougLewellyn
; of course known to millions of Americans as the jerk
rtio interviews "litigants" coming out ofthe courtroom on
The People's Court." He, too, grew up in Lancaster.
My mom was in high school when she dated "Uncle
• •

T HP tit IT" VI Tl O* A X o l l l t i l
l U - C l l l l l J M l g /TL OUlU-ll'
forms of ideniifu
and shoving over
Yet.yourownpicl
essary. Anyone \
I realize that everyone is upset will do. Though
over the new alcohol policy. The only license need be on
people who seem to be in favor of it arc work. (Ihearsoim
D e a n Winer, President Gerety, and But if you are too
Marty. He personnally asked me to DMV or steal fro
thank students for all his recent busi- there are many e
ness. And if weekday frat parties on campus who \
don't return, his profits are going to ture your lake ID
skyrocket. That is why this article is
I can't tell y
dedicated to what will soon enter every I'm positive yoi
student's life and wallet-the fake ID. campus. They
How the hell do you get into the computer center v
View if you don't have a fake ID - ing the sceen, rip]
other than knowing the bouncer, sneak- printer faster thai
ing in the back door, or flirting with They are constanll
the proprietor? You don't. So if machines that ha
you're not 21, and have neglected to features, and the
land an ID yet, listen up. I'mgoingto Kodak pictures b
tell you how to get one.
do they live? '
The best ID is an authentic state question. Just lot
license, preferably with your picture a blue bedsheet
on it. This is obtained by bringin three color blue as your
1 By NANCY SWEENEY
Features Writer

.

Where Can We Study? What Arethe Rules? Where' My Study Break?

ground.
m
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Sports
Tennis Splits

Continued from page 16

here and the Bantams prevailed,
3-3. Wins were provided by Shin,
ivho moved up to first singles, 75 (8-6), 6-3; Hewitt at number
Lwo, 6-0, 7-5; Nevares in three
jets at fourth singles, and Watjdns (who returned from injuries
:o both hamstrings) at number six,
5-4,7-5. Hubbard and Voros both
Lost close matches.
Displaying new-foundintenpity, Trinity turned in a gutsy
performance in the doubles
rnatches. Hewitt and Shin won

easily, 6-1, 6-1; Nevares am
Storey fought for a gruelinj
triumph, 6-4, 4-6, 7-6 (7-4); am
the duo of Voros and Watkins
were downed in three sets.
The team' srecordnow stands
at 1-1 and they feel they have thej
ability to beat anyone and everyone they will meet the remaindei
of the season. Barring serious
injuries, the Bantams should havt
an excellent season and go to New|
Englands with a chance at th
championship.

Spikers Win and Lose
B By MEGAN SPANN
Special to the Tripod
The Trinity Women's Volleyball team opened their season
on Saturday with one win against
Clark and a loss against Williams.
Ledby captain GracieRussell '91,
this year's team consists of many
promising new players and should
surprise many of their opponents
with consistent passing and good
solid offense from Russell and
sophomore Mary Birkel.
In the opening game against
Williams, Trinity was handicapped by a lack of experience,
but was pleased with the performances of their two starting freshmen, Ya Jen Chang and Yvonne
VanderGroen. Even though the
team only missed two serves in
the first game, they still lost to the
young William's team 15-5.
Plauged by poor service reception, Trinity did show the makings of a great team when hitter
Gracie Russell connected with
Celeste Snow's '92 sets for some

strong spikes. The second game
against Willaims was much the
same for Trinity. Even though
Chang had some strong serves,
the Bantams still lost this game
15-6.
Trinity then was matched up
against Clark who they defeated
15-11,15-13. Although the scores
reflect a close game, Trinity
played much stronger and had
better control of this game- Captain Russell led the team with her
strong spiking and tough net play.
In addition, the B antams diplayed
some strong serving, especially
from Mary Birkel and consistent
passing from Lynette Choy '93
and Megan Spann '92 which
helped the team conquer Clark.
Again, the inexperience of this
team kept the Trinity team from a
stronger win. Other players were
Sue Olsen '93, Kali Erwin '94,
Shonda Gibson '93,TracyTurner
'92 and Sharon Boland '94. The
Women's Volleyball team anxiously waits for their next game
AT
HOME
AGAINST
WESLEYAN, Wednesday at6:00
p.m..
__•

Bantams Poised to Hit the
Gridiron for Sat.'s Opener
Lane, Ail-Americans RisCassi and Gill to Lead the Way
M By PETER FRIEDMAN
Sports Writer
After enjoying a decade of
success the Trinity Bantams are
ready to meet the challanges of
the 90's on the football field.
Bantam football in the 80's was
synonymous with strong defense
and strong passing, there is little
to indicate that the future will be
any different. Coming off a 7-1
season the team is looking to better that mark this year, and win
their third New England Small
College Athletic Conference title
inadecade. Leading theBantams
is Head Coach Don Miller who is
currently in his 24* season. In
that span Trinity has enjoyed a
record of 122-58-4.
On the offensive side of the
ball the team is led by quaterback
James Lane '92, of Ansonia Ct.
Lane has inherited the postition
from Todd Levine. Lane, who is
coming backfrom a seasonmarred
by injuries, will look to a variety
of receivers. With 6 of the top 7
receivers back from last year the
passing attack will not suffer from
a lack of experienced targets.
Senior Mike Davis will provide
outside speed, while tight end
Rocco Demaio '91 provides a
strong target over the middle.
Additionalreceivinghelpwill
come from a very talented back-

SOPHMORES,
JUNIORS,
AND SENIORS
Vote for your

CLASS OFFICERS!!
Class Elections For Classes

field which stars All-American
Kevin RisCassi '92. Last season
RisCassi led the team in rushing
with 696 yards, and was second in
receptions with 23. Joining RisCassi as backfield mainstays will
be Stephan Redgate '91 and Joe
Brockmire '92. This triple threat
of running backs will enable the
passing game to work effectively.
Paving the way for this highpowered offensive machine will
be a host of big, strong offensive
linemen. Anchored by senior CoCaptain Dan Konstanty (6-2,245)
and Charles Gill '91 (5-11, 250)
this line will be bringing in two
new starters. Along with RisCassi, Gill was named an AllAmerican this year. If the openings one the line can be filled, the
line should be solid and steady as
usual.
On defense Trinity employs
a 5-2-4 scheme which requires
strength from the line, and athleticism from the linebackers. The
" line lost two of its best players due
to graduation, but there are plenty
of prospects to replace them. The
enormous combination of Nick
Sims '92 (6-5, 270) and Dave
Golas '92 (6-5, 260) should provide the strength. Supplying a
strong pass rush will be senior
tackles Dave Moran and Dave
Grant.
Behind the front five will be
two middle linebackers. One of
these spots will be a challenge for
Defensive line and linebacker
Coach Bill Decker to fill. The
only returning Bantam linebacker
is Brian Garrity '91. Contending
for this position will be four upperclassmen including Brian
Chisolm, who has looked strong
this fall. It will be vital to the
strength of the team that this hole
be filled quickly, as it is of paramount importance to the 5-2-4
set-up.

Polar Bears Ice
Women's Soccer
• By CARA CAHALAN
SportsWriter

o f 91, '92, '93 will be held

TOMORROW in the CAVE

from 8:30-4:30.
Vote for President,
Vice President and
Secretary

The defensive backs comprise what is perhaps the strongest unit on the team. The core of
this unit is made up of Co-Captain
Andy Wilson, John Dauphinee,
and hard-hitting Robert Conklin,
Senior Wilson, who had 22 solo
tackles last year, and Dauphinee
'92, who picked off five passes in
'89, patrol the safety spots, while
Conklin '91, who had 24 tackles,
will play right comerback. The
only open spot in the secondary
will be the source of heavy competition, between four juniors.
The three members of the secondary who are not starting will
certainly be integral parts of the
special teams. Senior Matthew
Fawcett will return to do the
punting duties, while place kicking will be handled TedO'Conner
'92, who is replacing graduate
Tim Jensen.
This solid team will be facing a difficult schedule this year,
but one that they are confident
that they can handle. The toughest challenge that they will face
should be the Williams College
Ephmen. Last year the Bantams
suffered their only defeat at the
hands of the 8-0 Ephs. This years
game, penned inforparents weekend, should yield similar excitement. The Ephs should be looking to revive themselves after a
season opening tie with the
Hamilton Continentals,
Other games include Colby,
Bowdoin (the home opener, Sept
29 ), Hamilton, Weslyan, Bates,
Arnherst and the Coast Guard,
This year marks the final time that
the Bants and the Coast Guard
will be playing each other.
The Nineties will start September 22 for Trinity Football,
and as always the Bantams seem
ready and eapable of having another very strong season.

The women's soccer team
took on Bowdoin College last
Saturday in Brunswick, Maine.
The opening of the season was not
a pleasant game for the Bantams,
who were defeated 4-1 in the rain.
The rain began at the opening
whistle and did not stop until the
end of the contest.
The first goal of the game
was scored by the Polar Bears off
of a controversial penalty kick.
Trinity scored the next goal of the
game to tie the contest 1-1.
Maureen Strickland '92 scored
the lone goal for Trin, off of a
corner kick by Lea Macaro '93.
When the half ended the game
was still tied.
Going into the second period
no one was able to score for the
first fifteen minutes. Unfortu-

nately, the Polar Bears were able
to come back with three more
goals by the end of the game.
Trinity coach Maureen Pine
felt that the Bantams did not play
up to their potential, but gave
Bowdoin full credit for an excellent game. She said the two bright
spots on the Trinity team were
forward Maureen Strickland and
freshman fullback Kristen Diesel.
This Saturday, Trinity will
play rival Connecticut College at
11:00, in Hartford. Trinity defeated the Camels twice last year,
once during the regular season,
by a 4-1 score, and a second time
during theECAC semi-finals. The
second contest ended in a shootout, which goalie Allison Bolk
'93 was able to win for the Bantams.
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Sports
Swimming In Green, The Irish Leave
Other Football Teams Green with Envy
Famous quotation from the movie Heathers: "Heather, why are you such a
mega-bitch?" "Because I can be." The same can be said about Notre Dame. It's a
bitch because it can be.
Recently Notre Dame signed a multi-million dollar contract that gave exclusive television rights to NBC. In a single move that can be recognized for its
unparalleled greed, the folks from South Bend may have changed the future of
college football.
Now other schools such as Miami, Florida State and Nebraska are trying to
realign themselves into super conferences so that they can battle Notre Dame in
television rankings. Don't get me wrong, Miami, FSU and Nebraska are popular
football teams, but they don't have the draw of a Notre Dame. The Irish athletic
department knew it was in a position to take advantage of a lucrative TV contract
and did so, leaving all other college programs in the dust.

Sports Analysis by Kristopher Schumacher
Notre Dame has also been in the sports news recently for alleged steroid use
among its football players. In a story told to Sports Illustrated, a former player who,
when injured, was asked by the coaching staff to use steroids to quicken his
recovery. The player declined, eventually quit, and sold the story to SI, saying that
almost all of the ND players had used steroids and that the coaches must have
known about it. The NCAA is supposedly investigating Notre Dame for steroid
abuse.
The problem I have with Notre Dame is not that it is greedy or even that its
players probably take steroids; I am not so naive that I do not think that any football program would decline NBC's offer or that some football players in most
schools abuse steroids. The problem I have with Notre Dame is its image; it's with
the fact that the Notre Dame can be a "mega-bitch" and get away with it.
The general attitude towards ND's big TV contract is that it is good business.
The Irish are the nation's most popular team at a time when college football's
popularity could be peaking. This, however, shows Notre Dame's hipocracy. A
student-athlete at ND (supposedly) receives no compensation for the games in
which he plays, yet the college can exploit that student for millions of dollars and
then smile and say "Football isn't a business, its a game." Yeah, right.
The TV contract will also change college football for a long time. ND has
determined that college football has become the survival of the fittest. By signing
the big contract, Notre Dame has forced other colleges to join new conferences to
compete for television dollars. The good news is that there will be more competitive schedules when the Miamis, FSUs and Nebraskas realign to form super

conferences. What's going to happen, though, to schools like Rice and Northwestern?
These are both schools that are perennial doormats of the S WC and the Big Ten, respectively, but who, when new conferences are formed might l>e left out liecause they arc less
than competitive. Notre Dame's greed will affect more than its own pocket in lite long
run.
The Irish also think they can brush the steroid issue tinder the table with ;i smile and
an excuse. In his book, ND coach "Hypocritical 1 lolt/,," called the accuser a quitter. The
University is saying that the player is just letting out his frustrations on them, and that
a story sold for profit should not be believed over their press conferences which can be
seen for free. (Should their football games, sold for profit to NBC, be believed? Good
logic Notre Dame!) In the press conference, a very nervous looking Holt/ denied,
unequivocally, that he knew of any steroid abuse among its players. Yeah,right;the
smart money says the hypocrite is lying through his teeth. What is he supposed to say?
"Gee, you caught us. Sorry."
The pathetic thing is that a majority of college football fans like Notre Dame to
either careornotice that their (cum is corrupt. Notre. Dame fans know that Oklahoma has
drug dealers and crazed gunmen on their team and that Miami is a hunch ol undisciplined
gang members, but to them, their team is a bunch of holy-holy, church-going, upsiiinding citizens who have something to prove every Saturday uliernoon. They forget the fact
that their middle linebacker is a drunk driver, that Jligy, were the team that .sinned lights
with USC and Miami and that hypocritical Holt/ left his old team, Minnesota, on
probation and that he is being investigated for giving his Minnesota players .sums1 of
money.
No, Notre Dame fans do not .see the immorality and corruption that is becoming part
of Notre Dame tradition. They allow Notre Dame to smile, with lingers crossed behind
their back, and say, "we didn't do anything wrong." Noire Dame can, and has, become
college football's mega-bitch because its fans continue to accept its fraudulent image,
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Women's Tennis

Women's Soccer
New England Division III

At U of Hartford 9/11
Hartford 5, Trinity 4
singles
1. Hewitt
3-6,0-6
2. Shin
6-2, 7-6
3. Hubbaid
6-4, 6-4
4. Nevares
????
5. Voros
6-3,6-0
6.Scholhamer 7-6,2-6,2-6
doubles
1. Hewitt/Shin
4-6, 3-6
2. Hubbard/Nevares
6-7, 6-3,6-7
3. Voros/Storey 2-6,1-6
At Amherst
9/15
Trinity 6, Amherst 3
singles
l.Shin 7-6 (8-6), 6-3
2. Hewitt
6-0,7-5
3. Hubbard 6-4,1-6,6-3
4. Nevares
???
5. Voros
4-6,4-6
6. Watkins
6-4,7-5
doubles
1. Shin/Hewitt 6-1, 6-1
2. Nevares/Storey
6-4,4-6,7-6(7-4)
3. Voros/Watkins
4-6, 6-3,6-2

Field Hockey
Trinity 2, Bowdoin 1
Trinity (1-0)
1 1 --2
Bowdoin (0-1)
0 1-1
Goals: T-Pattison, Rice;
B-Rebel Smith
Saves: T-van der Does, 7;
B-Lynne Warner, 27

Football
ECAC New England Div. Ill

Poll as of Sept. 11
Team
Record Pts (Votes for 1st)
1. Salem St
1-0-1
46(3)
2. Plymouth St
0-2-0
42(2)
3. Bowdoin
0-0-0
38
4. Eastern Conn 1-0-1
36
5. Trinity
0-0-0
35
6. Conn Coll
0-0-0
26
7. North Adams St 0-1-0
13
8. Tufts
0-0-0
12
9. Middlebury
0-0-0
11
10. Southest Mass 0-0-0
6
Crosscountry Result: fromtheVassar Invitational
MEN
MEN'S TEAM
5
12
18
21
33
40

Mattoon
Gazin
Wisbach
Claud
Baldwin
DiPreta

28:38
30:10
31:00
31:16
33:24
35:46

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

19:57
20:32
20:46
21:00
21:30
24:05
24:48

WOMEN"S TEAM

WOMEN
2
4
6
7
10
30
34

Pike
Sommers
Mulready
Gamons
Moran
Barnhart
Matasavage

Men's Soccer Team takes on Providence

Athlete of
the Week
The College View's
Athletes of the Week are
the members of the
Women's Crosscountry Team who
captured first place at the
Vassar Invitational Meet.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

58
NYU
Vassar
64
Trinity
88
Fairfield
92
New Paltz 97
Queens
125
165
Bard
Mt. St. V's 186

Trinity
Vassar
Fairfield
New Paltz
A. Magnus

27
50
55
102
147

Poll as of Sept. 11
Team
1. Plymouth St
2. Lowell
3.WPI
4. Williams
5. Coast Guard
6. Nichols
7. Trinity
8. Maine Maritime
9. Mass Maritime
10. Bridgewater St
11. Tufts
12. UMass-Boston
13. Amherst
14. Norwich
15. Western Conn
tie WNEC

Record Pts (Votes for 1st)
1-0
171 (13)
1-0
140 (2)
122 (1)
1-0
0-0
119 (3)
95
1-0
1-0
78
0-0
70
1-0
47
1-0
46
0-1
43
0-0
29
26
1-0
24
0-0
13
0-0
0-1
6
6
0-0

m\s m
Bantglin

Wed. Tennis vs. Conn Coll
Field Hockey vs. So Conn
M Soccer vs. Nichols
W Volleyball vs. Wesleyan
Sat. W Soccer vs. Amherst
W Volleyball vs. Conn Coll
Tennis vs. Tufts
Cross Country @ Williams
Football® Colby
M Soccer vs. MIT
Field Hockey vs. Tufts
Water Polo@ Bates
Sun. Field Hockey vs. Bates
JV Football vs. West Conn
Mon. M Soccer (5> Ouinnipiac
WVolleyball vs. Smith

3:00
3:30
3:30
6:00
11:00
11:00
11:30
12:00
1:30
2:00
2:00
TBA
12:00
1:00
3:00
7:00

Photo by Pat McCabe

The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
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Booters Sink Cadets
|g By PATRICK KEANE
Managing Editor
The Bantam booters travelled
to New London last Friday night
to face the United States Coast
Guard Academy. Coast guard,
ranked number ten in the latest
New England Division III soccer
poll, (courtesy of Coach Cieplik)
were hoping to defeat Trinity for
the first time in three seasons.
Under the lights and under
the mist and precipitation cascading off the Connecticut River, the
Bantams defeated a scrappy Coast
Guard team 2-1, The victory was
Trinity's first in a season where
the Bantams are hoping to avenge
their oversighting in the ECAC
tournament last season.
The first half was played to a
relative stalemate as neither team
was able to mount any considerable offensive opportunities.

advantage. The second-half also
mirrored a few of the events of the
first-half as Ward was continually hit by the Coast Guard front
line. The paucity of Bantam brilliance was soon forgotten when
freshman Tim "Rodeo/Christmas/
Eggo/North-South" Yates entered
the game. Yates made cinnamon
toast out of a plethora of USCG A
defenders as he skirted clown the
sideline with gazelle-like quickness. Yates, never one to shy
away from the limelight crossed
the ball to Junior forward Ralph
Fierro who put the ball past the
Coast Guard keeper for a 1-0 lead.
This goal at the sixty-seventh
minute of play would prove to be
the game-winner, and the Bantams never looked back. Trinity's
second goal came some seven
minutes later as Junior John
"Thor" Twichell scored on a brilliant header off acornerkick from
Junior forward Peter Alegi.
The Trinity two to nil lead
silenced the once boisterous Coast
Guard fans. Coast Guard was
able to muster a goal at the sev- BoHewItt won both her singles and doubles matches inTrinlty's win at
Itmtix ixirti-sytiflnnitySptirtK
enty-eighth minute of play off a Amherst.
cross that was deflected off the
but Iknew I wasn't off by much." head of a Bantam defender. The
Her lead over the rest of the field Bantams were able to "ward" off
was large enough that the misdi- countless free kicks towards the
rection had no effect on her fin- end of the game to post the 2-1
victory. Trinity's victory should
ish.
Pike was closely followed in be an important tone setter for the
the top ten by Claire Summers remainder of the season, as the
'92, who came in fourth, Candace Bantams were able to win despite
Mulready '91 in sixth, first time playing rather poorly, Captain
the singles matches, the Bantams
competitor Debby Gammons '93 Patrick McCabe commented on
gg
ByRICKZEDNIK
began to nibble, then they choked
in seventh, and Jen Moran '91 in the win, "The game proved that
Sports Editor
and coughed up all three doubles
even
though
we
may
play
poorly
tenth.
In 1989, Trinity's women's contests to lose the match 5-4
Emily Barnhart '93 has also we still can win." McCabe also tennis' team experienced a meta- overall.
added,
"We
can't
let
the
other
added her presence to the varsity
Bartlctt's post-match comsquad. Last year Barnhart ran team dictate the game." Ward's morphosis. After they stumbled ment of "We were the better team"
to
only
one
win
in
their
first
five
superb
play
in
goal
(six
saves)
sparingly, but at Vassar took over
three minutes off her previous was complemented by the inter- matches, they took off, caught was supported by the talent Trinbest time to cross the line in 3oth nal defense of Twichell and sen- some opponents by surprise, and ity showed in winning four singles
captured their final six matches. matches. Anita Shin '94, Laura
ior John Ramsey.
place.
They closed out the '89 campaign Hubbard '93, Nevares, and StephaTrinity's
next
match
is
Debbie Matasavage '92, also
nie Voros '92 all won in straight
a first time competitor, finished against Nichols at home tomor- with an impressive fifth place sets. Bo Hewitt '93 lost to a very
finish in the New England Tourrow.
34th
strong number one player and
nament.
"This year we hope to do Kristin Scholhamer '94 went to
much better," said Anne three sets before falling.
In the doubles matches, the
Nicholson '92, one of the team's
three captains. Veteran coach (and pairs of Hewitt and Shin at first
rookie mother - congratulations) doubles and Voros and Bemadetie
things began to go the other way, Louise VanderDoes '91 (7 saves) Wendy Bartlett has assembled a Storey '93 at third doubles, both
we forced them back to our advan- again.
team which she characterizes as went down in two .sets. With the
tage. The stick work and pressure
Strong defensive efforts by one of "high quality." Led by overall match tied at four wins
on the ball was truly up to a mid- Tinabeth Passaro, Paula Murphy, captains Nicholson, Maria Ne- apiece, the tandem of Hubbard
season level."
Syndey Brown and Robin Cook vares '91, and Heather Watkins and Nevares stretched their decidAlthough the Bantams domi- kept the ball moving to attack. '91, the team is well balanced ing match to a third set. They were
nated play throughout, the high- Once there, the offensive Bants, with experienced college players outdueled 6-7,6-3, 6-7, thus givlight of the game came when Lexi Lexi Rice, Grace Cragin, Cooie and talented younger players. ing Hartford the crucialfifthvicNicholson, who experienced a tory.
Rice scored unassisted with a Stetson, Courtney Pattison, and severe back injury last year, will
Before their next match at
blasting drive into the goal. This Braxton Jones fought to keep not be playing competitively for
Amherst, the players worked hard
final goal came with 16:11 to go. possession.
the team this fall, but she lends her on both their doubles game and
It was this kind of pressure
"Although we should have ability and knowledge to the squad their mental game. As Bartlett
that kept the Bears on their heels capitalized more on our ball pos- during practices.
stated, "It always comes down to
and enabled Courtney Pattison to session, the pressure we applied
The season's initial test came the doubles where there is more
score in the first half at 22:03 all over the field and especially in last Tuesday when the Bantams pressure. This team needs to work
assisted by Rice. Bowdoin did the circle left us all with the feel- went to take on cross-town rival on confidence more than on its
manage to answer back with one ing that we controlled the game," University of Hartford. Last year, technical skills."
the Hawks squeaked out a 5-4 win
With this in mind, the Bangoal of their own by Rebel Smith said Sheppard.
over coach Battlett's squad,
tams traveled north to Amherst on
with 9:04 left in the game. This
As the Bants kick off their
This year, Trinity's much- Saturday to avenge another 5-4
effort proved to be too little too hockey season, they can only take
late, however. Bowdoin would this game as a sign of more good improved team tasted revenge. loss suffered last >«veason. This time,
Unfortunately, after Hartford Trinity's mental toughness was
not get a ball past goalkeeper things to come.
served thp.m a 4-2 advarNee in Wease see page \ ^
Coast Guard, behind the jeering
chorus of their jarheaded fans
controlled the ball for most of the
first half. The Bantams, playing
their first night game in two seasons, played a sluggish and uncomposed first half, with the only
real scoring threats being botched
by the USCGA's unskilled forward line. The only real sparks of
first-half life for Trinity occurred
when Junior goalkeeper Jeff Ward
was levelled by a Coast Guard
forward. The Bantams rallied
around the mettle of Ward, who
remained in the game despite his
ailments.
In the second-half, Trinity
slowly began to forget their horrendous play of the first-half.
Behind the woeful pleading of
Coach Mighten the Bantams began to hold the ball more and use
the narrowness of the pitch to their

Women Runners
Take Vassar Title
g

By CARRIE PIKE
Special to the Tripod
Trinity's women's cross
country team opened their season
with a huge win Saturday, dominating the field at the Vassar
College invitational. Trinity
picked up four wins Saturdayt and
placed five runners in the meet's
top ten finishers,
The Bantams, who almost
doubled the score of their nearest
competitor, were paced by Carrie
Pike '93, who finished second
behind Vassar's AU-American
senior Traci Lord. Pike's race
time was even more remarkable
considering she was misguided
on the course by Vassar's officials.
"I had a feeling I was headed
in the wrong direction, "said Pike,"

Bantams Tennis
Nets Amherst 6-3

A Clutch Win in Brunswick
H By MARC TENEROWICZ
Sports Writer
The four hour trip up to Brunswick, Maine and the torrential
downpour at Bowdoin left the
Bantams undaunted as they
claimed a 2-1 victory over Bowdoin this Saturday.
This win means that Trinity
has defeated the Polar Bears three
consecutive years.
The 2-1 score does not show
thelopsidednessofthegame. The
Bantams took control from the
first pushback and maintained a
control that "gave us an advantage through at least four-fifths of
the game," according to coach
Robin Sheppard.
She continued that "a lot of
things were going our way, such
as timing and body positioning. If
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